
MINUTES OF MEETING 
LAKESIDE PLANTATION 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lakeside Plantation Community 

Development District was held on Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. at the Lakeside 

Plantation Clubhouse, 2800 Plantation Boulevard, North Port, Florida. 

Present and constituting a quorum were: 

Joe Szewczyk 
Pina Chichelli 
Bill Roumy (by phone) 
Bonnie Benjamin 

Also present were: 

Tricia Adams 
Sarah Sandy (by phone) 
Brent Burford 
Scott Smith 
TamaraLorf 
Justin Jackson 
Residents 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS 

Chairman 
Vice Chair 
Assistant Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 

District Manager 
District Counsel 
District Engineer 
Vesta 
Vesta 
Innotech Construction Services 

Roll Call 

Ms. Adams called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. and called the roll. All Supervisors 

were present with the exception of Mr. Sabol. 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS 

The pledge of allegiance was recited. 

TIDRD ORDER OF BUSINESS 

Pledge of Allegiance 

Audience Comments on Specific Items on 
the Agenda (Speakers will fill out a card 
and submit it to the District Manager prior 
to beginning of the meeting) 

Ms. Adams: For the benefit of the members of the audience, there are agendas on a small 

table. Also, we're asking that all attendees please sign in on the sign-in form with your first and 
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last name, as well as your address for the record. We sure appreciate that. We've also provided 

public comment forms. If anyone would like to make a public comment, there are several 

opportunities during today's meeting to do so. We do ask that you fill out that form with your 

first name, your last name, and your address, for purposes of the meeting record. This brings us 

to our first audience comment period. This is an opportunity for any members of the public to 

make a statement to the Board of Supervisors regarding any items that are on the agenda or not 

on the agenda. You'll note that during the meeting we have several other public comment 

periods. We'll be taking public comments before budget adoption so there's another opportunity 

there, as well as before adopting the Amenity Policies and Tennis Fees. We also have a general 

audience comment section before Staff Reports. So, there are several opportunities. If you decide 

you want to speak and you haven't filled out a Request to Speak Form, you're more than 

welcome to get up and make a comment. Just please be sure to provide me that form at some 

point during the evening with your first, last name and address. Mr. Chairman, would you like 

for me to take public comments right now? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any members of the public who would like to make a comment? 

Three residents who completed forms in advance and I'm just going to take these in the order that 

I received them. The first one is Mr. Rich Huddelson. If you like to stand up and make your 

comments to the Board of Supervisors, the Board has adopted a rule that people have up to three 

minutes to speak. 

Resident (Richard Huddelson, Scarlett A venue): I would like to wait until later on. 

Ms. Adams: That's fine. Thank you. The next person who completed a form is Ms. Donna 

Keller. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Hello. I would like to address the issues that 

many residents are currently having with the social amenities and the Clubhouse. First off, what 

I'm going to address are concerns that a lot of the residents are voicing throughout the area about 

what's going on with the social amenities. Number one, the social events are not being well run. 

For example, the wine and cheese was a disaster. Seventy-five people approximately were here 

for the wine and cheese, so this was a function that a lot of people enjoy. I walked in at five 

minutes to 6:00 p.m. The function was from 6:00-8:00 p.m. There was a small tray of meatballs 

not even being kept warm, a small tray of mini quiches, a small tray of fruit, a small tray of 
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vegetables and a small plate of cheese and crackers for 75 people. By 6:20 p.m., there was 

nothing left. So, people who came in after that and had been required to pay $4 as well as a bottle 

of wine, had nothing. Now, Tamara did go out and buy additional food, but it didn't make it out 

there until after 7:00 p.m. Now, that to me is a problem. I know that a lot of the residents were 

very upset. They were ready to riot. So, that's not a good thing. At the barbecue, when they lit the 

grill, the grill caught on fire because it hadn't been cleaned. So, even though the barbecue started 

at 3:00 p.m., food was not available until 3:45 p.m. I was in restaurant management for 15 years. 

I was taught that if you're going to go to somebody and say this is a problem, you should have a 

possible solution, which I do, but we are also paying for these events. We are paying $4 for the 

wine and cheese, and there wasn't even $100 worth of food here. If there were 75 people in 

attendance times $4, that's $300. Where is the money going? Apparently, nothing is being 

contributed for what's been paid into the CDD. I know that there's $20,000 in the Activities 

Fund. So, we want to know where the money is and why it's not being applied. I know I only 

have three minutes. I'm not blaming Tamara because Tamara is working her butt off trying to get 

this done. I see her running around all this time trying to get things done, but it just seems that 

there's a problem somewhere. 

Ms. Adams: Donna, excuse me, just one moment. Mr. Chairman, she's reached three 

minutes. Would you like to move to the next speaker or would you like to extend the time? 

Mr. Szewczyk: You've got another minute. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Okay. There used to be a Social Activities 

Committee, which I think should be reinstated. I'm willing and there are two other residents that 

we require on this committee that are willing to help because Tamara needs help. She's running 

around, she needs help and we are willing to do it. I have got almost 45 years experience with 

food service management. So, we would like you to consider that, and give this poor woman 

some help. We also would like to address the issue that the Clubhouse is being left unattended. 

People are leaving, closing the office door, turning off the light, and leaving for a period of time. 

Also when they leave the office, it was my understanding that they have the portable phone with 

them so if somebody calls, somebody is there to answer. I play cards in the library and I hear the 

phone ring, ring, ring, ring, ring and nobody's answering. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Please wrap up your comments. Thanks. 
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Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Alright. So that addresses the majority of my 

concerns. I would really like to get answers to this. 

Ms. Adams: Thank you, Donna. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: Just for the benefit of audience members, oftentimes questions are addressed 

during the course of discussion and reports that are handled out throughout the meeting. 

Anything that is not addressed can be answered outside of the meeting by staff. The next person 

who has submitted a request-to-speak form is Ms. Denise Flynn. 

Resident (Denise Flynn, Scarlett A venue): When we bought our home, we thought 

because we were across the street from green space, it would remain a green space. Now, I have 

seen so many people parking in that green space. It's ridiculous. If you come down Scarlet 

Avenue, there's people parked on the street and in the street all the time. I thought this committee 

was the one that was supposed to control that and take care of that. That's my concern. I would 

like to have a reply back on that, please. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other members of the public that would like to make a 

comment to the Board of Supervisors? Hearing none, 

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS District Engineer's Report 

Ms. Adams: We have Brent with us this evening and he has several items to present to 

the Board that are follow-up items. I believe that there have been several proposals distributed 

for Board member's review and Brent will be walking you through these. 

Mr. Burford: The first item that I want to address was the previous discussion in regards 

to the proposed dog park and some parallel parking along Scarlet Avenue. We did some 

research. I spoke with the Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) and our 

engineering staff in our Port Charlotte office. Looking at the Development Order for Lakeside 

Plantation, it appears that the dog park that there has been interest in, is allowed to be used in 

that area. There was also a request for some parking parallel to Scarlett A venue in that area. 

There was enough room on each side of the street to allow for about 10 cars on each side of the 

street. However, we need to look at the line of sight distances that are required for people that are 

backing out of their driveways. That number gets reduced to approximately two spaces on the 
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east side of Scarlett A venue and possibly 2x4 spaces are allowable on the west side. So, in that 

area, we're looking at approximately six parking spaces that would be allowed to fit into that 

area. Actually, the dog park would be allowed use in that green space and the parallel parking to 

the street would also be allowed to be used. I would like to see if the Board would like to further 

investigate that. That was the first item I wanted to address. The second item was some drainage 

issues that we had on Magnolia Circle and on the east side of Tennis Court 4. I have a proposal 

from Innotech Construction Services (Innotech). What we had proposed on Magnolia Circle was 

t.9 install some inlets in those low areas where the water is being retained and has allowed the 

grass to die. The first proposal they had was for $9,500 to install the drainage inlets and piping to 

carry it down to the nearest location where it's transported to the lakes. That's shown on an 

exhibit behind Innotech's proposal. We also received a proposal from them for the drainage on 

the east side of Tennis Court 4. I originally proposed just re-draining the area so the water would 

drain off and create a little swale. That kind of goes back to the same issue we had off the end of 

the electrical panel. It is not the best idea. So, I went back and looked at it and proposed 

installing a six-inch trench drain. It is little bit more expensive but it allows for all of that 

material to be collected into one location where it can be cleaned out. If you put a swale in there, 

over time that clay material builds up at the bottom of that swale. They provided a proposal for 

$25,900. One concern is installing the lights at this time. The lights totally need to be changed 

out. When I put the drawings together for this, I allowed for a 2 foot anchor apron coming off of 

the Tennis Courts before the trench drain. We plan to cut those old light poles and replace them. 

So, it could be installed at this time but it would make more sense to install once the lights are 

replaced whenever they are. I think in the meantime, we can probably have maintenance staff cut 

a trench of the southeast comer of it where the grass is built up, just to allow that water to drain 

out. It's not the ideal situation, but I think it'll get you by. Anything is better. 

Mr. Roumy: It's a lot cheaper than $25,900? 

Mr. Burford: Correct. If you put this in, they have to cut it out to put your lights in. 

Mr. Roumy: To be honest with you when it rains, it dries up after one day, so $25,900 is 

not worth it at this time. That's my opinion. 

Mr. Burford: That's the proposal. 

Mr. Roumy: Exactly. So, if he's going to cut a trench and let the water drain off the court, 

that's great for the time being until we replace the lights and everything else. 
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Mr, Burford: Right. I don't disagree at all. 

Mr. Roumy: So the $25,900 is really out of line. 

Mr. Burford: It is $9,500 for the drainage issue on Magnolia Circle. I think that's more 

than a fair price. 

Mr. Roumy: If is going to help the residents, then we have to do it. 

Mr. Burford: Correct. 

Mr. Roumy: But the tennis court can dry out in a day after it rains. There's no problem. 

Mr. Burford: That's fine. Does the Board want to move forward? 

Mr. Roumy: Maybe we should do it somewhere in the future. 

Mr. Burford: Is the Board interested in moving forward on the Magnolia Circle proposal? 

Ms. Adfill!s: Board members the District Engineer reached out to at least six vendors 

regarding the drainage situation and its specifications in order to solicit competitive bids for the 

Magnolia Circle project. Unfortunately, all vendors declined to bid or we were not able to 

provide a proposal in a timely manner, so we just have the one proposal to consider. However, 

this situation has been ongoing. The Board has the ability tonight to consider the proposal and to 

take action. 

Mr. Roumy: Who's going to clean those pipes once they're installed? They are going to 

collect debris. How are we going to service them? Because in three, four or five years, we are 

going to have the same problem again. The lines will clog up. 

Mr. Burford: Right, but they can be maintained. Just like all of your stormwater ponds 

need to be maintained at some point in time. 

Mr. Roumy: Okay, who is going to be maintaining it? That's a good question. 

Mr. Burford: More than likely it would be the CDD. 

Ms. Adains: Yes, the CDD is responsible for the maintenance of the stormwater system. 

The Board has approved proposals in the past for maintenance work on the stormwater system. 

That would be something that would be considered at a Board meeting. 

Mr. Roumy: Is it going to be good for the resident? 

Mr. Szewczyk: This has been dragging on. We seem to be having a problem with getting 

contractors to bid on a lot of work these days because everybody's busy. 
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Mr. Szewczyk MOVED to approve the proposal from Innotech 
Construction Services for drainage remediation on Magnolia Circle 
in the amount of $9,500 and Ms. Benjamin seconded the motion. 

Ms. Adams: Before the Board takes action on this matter, this item was not explicitly on 

the agenda that was posted on the website seven days in advance, so we are taking public 

comment on this matter. Are there any members of the public who would like to make a 

comment regarding the proposed drainage project behind Magnolia? Hearing none, 

On VOICE VOTE with all in favor the proposal from Innotech 
Construction Services for drainage remediation on Magnolia Circle 
in the amount of $9,500 was approved. 

Ms. Adams: Go ahead, Brent. 

Mr. Burford: Okay. The next item is the proposals for the fountains on Ponds 4 and 10. 

The first proposal is from SOLitude. The second proposal is from Aquagenix. I have sent 

information to Aquagenix to ask for proposal. I have sent the specifications that SOLitude had so 

we are comparing apples-to-apples and that's exactly what we have here. However, it looks as 

though Aquagenix bid is about $10,000 higher than SOLitude. If you look at the specs, I'd say 

we're probably looking at the same systems. So, that's for the Board's consideration. I don't 

know if you are looking at having these installed at this time. 

Mr. Roumy: The total amount is what? $10,000 and $15,000? 

Mr. Burford: The SOLitude total was $20,618. The other Aquagenix proposal was 

$31,000. 

Mr. Roumy: Can you explain how this is going to work and what these things will do? 

Mr. Burford: The fountains just provide aesthetics. They come with a light package that 

change colors. They also provide what we call, "white noise. " So, if somebody's pool pump is 

running across the lake or an air condition, it would provide white noise to dissipate some of that 

noise. As far as providing aeration for the lakes, they provide very little if any. That's why the 

next proposal is for aeration systems. On Lake 4, SOLitude proposed a five horse pump. On 

Pond 10, they proposed a three horse pump. Aquagenix proposed a five horse pump on both of 

them. But other than that, the bids are the same. 
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Mr. Roumy: So, once we install these pumps or these fountains, who is going to service 

them? How much does the service contract cost? 

Mr. Burford: We don't have a price for that. I forget exactly what Mr. Chris Byrne of 

SOLitude had told us. 

Mr. Roumy: Because, once you have a problem, they have to come with a little canoe. 

Mr. Burford: Correct. 

Mr. Roumy: How much is it going to cost us to service the fountains? 

Ms. Chichelli: I think Chris said $150 per fountain .. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Is there anything in the proposal regarding a service contract? 

Mr. Burford: Not that I'm aware of. I just remember from the last meeting that he spoke 

about it. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. Would it be possible to go back to Aquagenix and SOLitude and 

ask them for a service contract in writing? 

Ms. Adams: Board members, staff did document the amount that SOLitude proposed last 

month for preventative maintenance services. I'd be happy to look up that information if you 

would like me to. The Board is not required to take any action on this item tonight. It can be 

deferred until a later time if you want to get a better sense of where you are with capital projects. 

I know you're also waiting to consider access control systems and some other high ticket items. 

Is there approval for further discussion regarding beautification fountains or aeration systems? 

Mr. Roumy: Can we have the community engaged in a decision like this? 

Mr. Szewczyk: No. 

Ms. Adams: You are elected to the Board to make decisions on behalf of constituents. 

Absolutely, there's an opportunity for public comment. So, one thing that the Board may want to 

consider, since these proposals were not included in the agenda packet that was published seven 

days in advance, is that we get an electronic copy of these proposals from the District Engineer. 

We can include them in the agenda packet for your September meeting. We can also include the 

proposal from SOLitude for fountain maintenance. Then the Board can further discuss and 

review this item. Because it will be on the agenda, members of the public will have an 

opportunity to review the agenda and come prepared with the comments. 

Ms. Chichelli: I agree with that. 
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Mr. Szewczyk: I don't think we're ready to move on this. We have bigger fish to fry 

anyway. 

Ms. Adams: I understand that the Board would like to defer this item until September and 

include it in the agenda packet. The Chairman has requested that we also review the cost for 

preventative maintenance for this. Are there any other items that the Board would like to see 

related to the consideration and fountain or aeration systems? 

Ms. Chichelli: No, I think that covers everything. 

Ms. Adams: Alright, we'll defer. Brent, did you have any other proposals for the Board to 

consider? 

Mr. Burford: Well just the aeration system. 

Ms. Adams: I think we'll defer with fountains and aeration. We'll include them in the 

agenda for next month and allow more opportunity for resident review and resident comment. 

Mr. Burford: Along with maintenance proposals for all of the systems. 

Ms. Adams: Exactly, which I believe SOLitude has provided, one as a follow-up from 

last month's meeting, so we can put that into the next agenda. 

Mr. Burford: I will get with Aquagenix. Another item that we probably need to include, if 

you want me to go ahead and proceed with it is an electrician. We still have to get power to a11 of 

these systems. I'll do what I can. 

Ms. Adams: Board members, one of the very first things that the District Engineer 

brought up was consideration of dog park. He's done that initial investigation and determined 

that there's no impediment in terms of the Water Management District with the appropriate use 

for that space for installation of a dog park as well as parallel parking to support the dog park. 

Would the Board like to provide any direction to staff in terms of coming up with a proposal? So 

that you have an estimated cost for the installation in regards to the fencing and some of the other 

amenities that would be involved with the dog park or do you want to put this item on hold? 

What is the Board's pleasure on this matter? 

Mr. Szewczyk: I think the dog park ranks right up there with the aeration and fountains. 

It's an added beautification shall we say, or just an added benefit to the community. So, I think it 

would be important to at least get the costs of these things in place. Again, we have other more 

pressing matters, but once we work through those, then we can start moving on to these other 

things. Yes, I would like to see some costs involved with this. 
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Ms. Adams: Is there consensus from the Board that you would like for the District 

Engineer to work on an estimate of cost for the dog park for the next meeting? 

Ms. Chichelli: Yes. 

Ms. Benjamin: Yeah. 

Ms. Adams: Alright, sounds good. Brent, did you have anything else for the Board? 

Mr. Burford: I don't have anything else. 

Mr. Roumy: I have a question for you. Can I ask a few questions about the invoices? 

Mr. Burford: In regards to? 

Mr. Roumy: Well, with all due respect to your profession, I would like to have answers to 

some of the invoices. The first item here is, how many times do you come in to check the lakes? 

Mr. Burford: Very seldom. 

Mr. Roumy: On 5/17, you came in for three hours to visit the lake and on 5/22, you came 

back to visit the lake. I have the invoices here. 

work? 

Mr. Burford: Okay. 

Ms. Adams: Brent, was that related to the stormwater lake bank restoration maintenance 

Mr. Burford: The restoration was going on. 

Mr. Roumy: I would like to know. 

Mr. Burford: If you give me the dates, I'll review it. 

Mr. Roumy: On 5/17, according to the invoice, you came in for three hours at $375, to 

visit the lake and the tennis court drainage. On 5/28, you came back for three hours for $375, to 

visit the lake, again, and the drainage issue. I don't know which drainage. Could it be the tennis 

court? On 6/3, you were obtaining prices for drainage. On 6/4, you were obtaining price for 

drainage. That's for service ending 6/13. On 6/14 you had to repair drainage for $125. On 6/16, 

two days later, there was another lake visit. So you had three lake visits within three weeks. 

Mr. Burford: I'll check my records. There is no problem. 

Mr. Roumy: On 7/1, there was another visit for drainage for two hours. On 7/8, there was 

two more hours to prepare drainage exhibits. 

Mr. Burford: Are those the same date? 

Mr. Roumy: No, 7/1 and 7/8. 

Mr. Burford: Got you. 
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Mr. Roumy: Your tech worked on creating an exhibit for drainage. I understand that. On 

6/21, there was a revision of drainage. On 7/7, you created a trench for the drainage. It's 23 hours 

just to handle drainage. 

Mr. Burford: Right. 

Mr. Roumy: You are an engineer and I'm an engineer. Don't you think 23 hours is a little 

bit over? 

Mr. Burford: I will have to review my records. 

Mr. Roumy: I understand that, but what is management doing? Do they check the 

invoices? Do they question the invoices? I don't understand. Someone has to question every 

invoice you get. It has nothing to do with you, Brent. 

Mr. Burford: No. no, no. 

Mr. Roumy: The other item I have is what is the contract amount? Is it $63,000? 

Mr. Burford: I'm not sure. I have the invoices. 

Mr. Roumy: What does it mean? 

Mr. Burford: That's not an invoice. 

Mr. Roumy: This is Johnson Engineering, right? 

Mr. Burford: I guess that's from the time we started being CDD Engineer in 2015 . That 

will be the total amount that has been billed. What it is showing is total invoice to date is 

$65,200. Previously invoiced was $63,579. 

Mr. Roumy: So we have a contract with you? 

Mr. Burford: Yes. 

Mr. Roumy: For $65,000? 

Mr. Burford: No, we just charge for time and materials. 

Mr. Roumy: So this is what? 

Ms. Adams: A cumulative. 

Mr. Roumy: A cumulative since 2015? 

Mr. Burford: Correct. 

Mr. Roumy: So, we spent $63,000 since 2015. 

Mr. Burford: I believe that's correct. 
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Mr. Roumy: I don't know if management has to check invoices and question invoices. It 

doesn't have to come to this point where we have to check invoices with the vendors. That's my 

beef. I'm sorry, Brent. 

Mr. Burford: Thank you. That's no problem. I'll check my records and come back to the 

next Board meeting with an answer for you. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other questions for Brent before we move on to other agenda 

items? He typically does leave the meeting after the Engineer's Report. As a reminder, the 

District Engineer works at the direction of the Board, including Board meeting attendance. So, 

by excusing him now and putting engineer's items first, the District is actually saving some 

funding that way. Thank you, Brent, we appreciate your attendance. 

Mr. Burford: Have a good night. 

Ms. Adams: While Brent is leaving, I do just want to mention to the audience that we're 

so happy to see residents here tonight. We appreciate you attending. If you could please keep any 

discussion amongst yourselves to a minimum, while there's Board discussion. We are recording 

today's meeting and keeping records of the minutes. When we have background noise, it 

sometimes interferes with the recording and makes it difficult for the Board members to 

concentrate. So, please keep discussion amongst yourselves to the absolute minimum amount 

possible. Thank you so much. 

Mr. Burford left the meeting. 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Unfinished Business 

Ms. Adams: Today, we have several items that will be taken care of during the public 

hearings. We have three public hearings. 

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS New Business Items 

A. Public Hearing on Fiscal Year 2022 Budget 

Ms. Adams: The first public hearing is on the Fiscal Year 2022 Proposed Budget. First of 

all, we need a motion to open the public hearing. 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Benjamin with 
all in favor the public hearing on the adoption of the Fiscal Year 
2022 Budget was opened. 
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Ms. Adams: The public comment period is the first item during the public hearing. The 

Board is going to be considering the 2022 proposed budget. Yes, sir? 

Mr. Roumy: I have a question about expenses. 

Ms. Adams: Do we want to take public comment first and then have Board discussion? 

Mr. Roumy: Take public comment first. Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: Sounds good. So, the Board will be considering the 2022 Proposed Budget. 

Earlier this year, the Board met in May and approved a Proposed Budget. Because that Proposed 

Budget did include a proposed increase for operations and maintenance (O&M) fees, all of the 

residents of the District did receive a mailed notice regarding that proposed increase. This 

meeting has also been advertised in accordance with Florida Statutes in the legal section of the 

newspaper. So we are going to move forward for today's budget hearing. 

i. Public Comment Period 

Ms. Adams: If any members of the public have any comments regarding the budget, this 

would be an opportunity to make a statement to the Board of Supervisors. Are there any public 

comments regarding the Proposed Budget? Seeing none, Mr. Chairman, would you like for me to 

walk through the budget before Board discussion and point out the pertinent areas? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. I don't feel the need to go line item by line item but we can break it 

down in sections. 

Ms. Adams: Understood. That sounds good. Alright, the Board will be considering 

Resolution 2021-05, which approves your Proposed Budget for the upcoming fiscal year. The 

Board's fiscal year starts on October 1 and runs through September 30th. So, this budget we're 

considering starts October 1, 2021 and runs through September 30, 2022. Included in the agenda 

packet that was provided to Board members in advance and also provided on the CDD website, 

is your Proposed Budget. The budget is broken down into revenue and expenses. In the first 

revenue section, you'll see that your Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2022 has proposed revenue 

of $787,811. I will note that a vast majority of that proposed revenue is from the O&M 

assessment. Of course, these are imposed on the residential annual property tax bills in the non

ad valorem section. Then we're looking at your Administrative expenses, which are the cost to 

operate the District. These are where your professional staff fees are as well as the statutory 

requirements for CDD compliance. The total amount for the year is $124,427. There are a few 
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line items in here that have discrete increases including your liability insurance and property 

insurance. The next section is the Operations expenses. This area has a little bit more of an 

increase. Last year's Adopted Budget for this section was $338,045. The proposed amount for 

this year's budget for Operations expenses is $373,384. The increases in this line item are related 

to amenity management services and landscape maintenance services. The landscape 

maintenance services in particular, is to give the Board flexibility regarding scheduling service 

for the upcoming fiscal year, which we will be discussing later on in the agenda. There are also 

slight increases in a couple of other line items there. The last section is your Clubhouse expenses. 

This is an area where you're actually realizing some savings compared to previous years. In 

previous years, the Board had adopted a budget of $162,794. The Proposed Budget for expenses 

in Clubhouse operations for this year is $158,000, with some savings with the reduction of 

Security Patrol and a couple of other line items where there's some discrete savings. The Board 

has proposed a Transfer Out from your General Fund to your Capital Reserve Fund of $132,000 

for the upcoming fiscal year. Yes, sir? 

Mr. Roumy: For expenses, the Tennis Courts - Programs line item, we needed this item 

three times. We discussed it on Pages 19, 20, and 21 in the minutes from the May meeting. On 

Page 21, Ms. Adams stated, "We don't even need a motion. You canjust direct staff to take that 

out. " Alright? 

Ms. Adams: Sure. 

Mr. Roumy: By no means would I like to have this community subsidize a tennis 

program for non-residents. Alright? We discussed it and said we're going to take it out and it's 

still in the budget. 

Ms. Adams: Well, we can zero that amount out. What we can do with that variance is 

increase your Transfer Out - Capital Reserve Fund by about $3,500. How does that sound to the 

Board members? 

Mr. Roumy: It sounds really good to me. 

Ms. Adams: I apologize ifI did not make that change earlier. 

Mr. Roumy: Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: Is there any other Board discussion regarding the items that we just went 

through? Otherwise, I will go through the proposed assessments for the upcoming fiscal year. All 

of the residents should have received a mailed notice that was mailed to their address on file with 
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the county records office. The proposed assessment amount for O&M fees for single-family 

homes is $1,247 for the year. The proposed assessment amount for multi-family homes is $842 

and the proposed assessment amount for the villas for the year is $998. Earlier this year, the 

Board walked through this budget on at least more than one occasion. I will note for any resident 

who's interested, we do have extra copies of the budget that were printed out. It includes a 

detailed narrative that explains each category. Then there's also information regarding the 1999 

bond, the Amortization Schedule that ties back into this scheduled interests and special column 

payments that the Trustee manages. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Tricia, can you explain for basically everyone here the ERU? 

Ms. Adams: The ERU stands for Equivalent Residential Unit. When the CDD was 

initially developed, there was a Planned Unit Development and the original Engineer's Report 

that defined eligible improvements related to the bond issuance. There was also what's called, "A 

Master Assessment Methodology, " which allocated a portion of the CDD fees to each residential 

and commercial unit within the District. You'll see that the ERU for a single-family home is one. 

Then other parcels are either less than that or more than that. So, the multi-family homes equal 

0.68 ERUs. Villas have 0.8 ERUs. Generally that's tied to lot size. So, you have your Master 

Assessment Methodology that assigns the ERUs. Then of course, you have the commercial 

parcels that have higher ERUs. Again, that's based typically on lot size. Is there anything I left 

out that you wanted me to include on the ERUs? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Those were established at the beginning of the establishment of the CDD. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. The District was established with the City of North Port and then went 

into a bond issuance. With the bond issuance there's two significant documents; the Engineers 

Report that defines the eligible capital improvements, which would have been the roads, storm 

water system, construction of the amenities, all of those common area elements. Then you have 

the Master Assessment Methodology, which assigns a portion of the debt that's fair based on 

ERUs. Then after the Master Assessment Methodology, there's a Supplemental Assessment 

Methodology that's based on the actual terms of the bond. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. 

Ms. Adams: Those are presented to the Board for approval along with several other 

requirements for public hearings, which would have been more than 20 years ago. For the record, 

I will also note that we have Ms. Sarah Sandy on the line. She is District Counsel for Lakeside 
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Plantation. So, I just want to reach out and see if Sarah had any comments regarding the budget 

or the ERUs or any other items. 

Ms. Sandy: Not specifically. I'm happy to discuss them further if the Board has additional 

questions. I'm also happy to go through the resolutions for the Board when that time comes. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other questions from the Board regarding the overall budget 

presentation? If not, we will let Sarah walk the Board through the resolutions and implications of 

passing the resolutions. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. 

Ms. Adams: Go ahead, Sarah. 

i. Consideration of Resolution 2021-05 Adopting the Fiscal Year 2022 
Budget and Relating to the Annual Appropriations 

Ms. Sandy: The first resolution we have is 2021-05, adopting the Fiscal Year 2022 

budget. This resolution approves the budget that Tricia just walked through, subject to any 

comments or changes that the Board has and appropriates the funds to the various lines in the 

budget. It additionally provides for ways that the budget can be amended throughout the year. 

So, the budget can be changed anytime the Board finds a need to do so. Again, I'm happy to 

answer questions about the resolution. If you'd like to move forward with approval of Resolution 

2021-06, then we need a motion to adopt Resolution 2021-06, adopting the budget subject to 

changes. 

Ms. Adams: Yes, the change that the Board members have directed is to remove $3,500 

from Tennis Court - Programs. That variance of $3,500 will be added to the Transfer Out -

Capital Reserve Fund and increase that line item by $3,500. Do we have a motion to approve? 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor Resolution 2021-05 Adopting the Fiscal Year 2022 
Budget and Relating to the Annual Appropriations as amended, 
was approved. 

Ms. Adams: We need a motion to close the public hearing. 

On MOTION by Ms. Benjamin seconded by Mr. Szewczyk with 
all in favor the public hearing on the adoption of the Fiscal Year 
2020 Budget was closed. 
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B. Public Hearing on Imposing Special Assessments 

Ms. Adams: Next, we need a motion to open the public hearing for imposing special 

assessments. 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor the public hearing on the imposition of special 
assessments was opened. 

Ms. Adams: So we are having the public hearing for the special assessments. Typically, 

this resolution doesn't generate a lot of discussion. This.is really a companion resolution that ties 

back to the budget you just adopted. Now that you've passed your budget, you are going to fund 

it with this resolution. This allows us to impose the special assessments, O&M fees, the 

assessments that will be on the Tax Bill to benefit the CDD and it allows for collection through 

uniform tax collection. Again, putting these assessments on the Tax Roll. 

i. Public Comment Period 

Ms. Adams: We have a public comment period. So, we will ask if there's any public 

comments regarding Resolution 2021-06 Imposing Special Assessments. Please state your name 

for the record; your first name and your last name, as well as your address. 

Resident (Debra Johnson, Scarlett Avenue): I just have a question. You put public 

comments at the beginning and we can't make any comments because we really don't know what 

it is you're talking about. Then you go through and pass everything and don't give us any chance 

to ask any questions. For example, this probably has nothing to do with what you are talking 

about now, but if you look at the personnel services management contract, it is almost $20,000. 

Is that something that you just passed? What was it that you passed? The budget? 

Ms. Adams: The budget. 

Resident (Debra Johnson, Scarlett Avenue): Okay. So we were asked to make comments 

on something that we really don't know anything about. I mean, why don't you leave the public 

comment section afterwards. You're talking about it, but this, maybe, is not what these people 

want. 

Mr. Szewczyk: So you want to make comments after what, exactly? 
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Resident (Debra Johnson, Scarlett A venue): Before you approve it but after you discuss 

it. You're discussing it after you are asking for public comments. My issue is how can we make a 

comment about something we have no idea what you're going to talk about? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, I believe, was this not posted? 

Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, the Proposed Budget was posted on the Lakeside Plantation 

CDD website following Board approval back in May. That's been posted for several months. 

Because there was a proposed increase for O&M fees, all of the residents received a mailed 

notice, directing them to contact the District Manager's office with any questions. Those 

residents who did so, in some cases, requested a copy of the budget, which we kindly provided 

and also notified residents that it was posted on the website. The budget for today's meeting was 

posted on the website seven days in advance of today's meeting. It included all of the detail that 

you see in your agenda packet. It was posted on the website electronically. In addition to that, we 

did distribute additional paper copies of the Proposed Budget for resident review. So, this has 

been widely available for resident review and we welcome any questions from residents 

regarding the Proposed Budget. Are there any other public comments regarding Resolution 

2021-06, imposing special assessments? Please state your name for the record and your address. 

Resident (Louise White, Scarlett Avenue): Yes. We are new residents. When you said 

that the residents received letters talking about an assessment, we have absolutely no idea what 

you're talking about. So, is that because we are new residents? We closed our house on May 2ist 

and we moved in on June 15th . So, if there's an increase in the CDD assessment, we have 

absolutely no knowledge ofthis. We received nothing in the mail. 

Ms. Adams: It was mailed to the address on file with the county records office. I'd be 

happy to follow up with you outside of the meeting if you have any questions about that. 

Resident (Louise White, Scarlett Avenue): Thank you. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Another question? 

Resident (Carolyn O'Neil, Magnolia Circle): Yes, I think it's nasty to turn to her and 

make it sound like what she's saying is something wrong. Because not everybody goes to 

websites. I was on the Board for four years in the Villas and most people don't read anything. All 

she's asking you to do is present the information that you're going to present anyway tonight and 

then ask us for comments. I don't see why that is so awful. I think that was quite mean on the part 
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of both of you to treat her as though what she was asking was ridiculous because she should 

already know that information. That's how you sounded. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other public comments? Hearing none, 

ii. Consideration of Resolution 2021-06 Imposing Special Assessments 
and Certifying an Assessment Roll 

Ms. Adams: Are there any questions or comments from the Board members regarding the 

resolution? I will note that the Tax Roll that will be certified, is an attachment to the resolution as 

well as the budget that the Board just adopted. I have a copy of the Tax Roll. It's not printed for 

every Board member because it is quite an extensive document but if any Board members or 

members of the public would like to review that, I'm happy to share that. If there are no other 

questions or comments, we need a motion to approve Resolution 2021-06 imposing special 

assessments. 

On MOTION by Ms. Benjamin seconded by Mr. Roumy with all 
in favor Resolution 2021-06 Imposing Special Assessments and 
Certifying an Assessment Roll was adopted. 

Ms. Adams: Now, we need a motion to close the public hearing for Resolution 2021-06. 

On MOTION by Ms. Chichelli seconded by Ms. Benjamin with all 
in favor the public hearing on the imposition of special 
assessments was closed. 

C. Public Hearing on the Amended and Restated Amenity Facilities Policies and 
Amended Amenities Rates, Deposits and Fees 

Ms. Adams: We have one more public hearing tonight to consider the revised Amenity 

Facilities Policies as well as fees related to amenity services and programs here at Lakeside 

Plantation. We need a motion to open the public hearing. 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Mr. Roumy with all 
in favor the public hearing on the amended and restated Amenity 
Facilities Policies and amended amenities rates, deposits and fees 
was opened. 
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Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, there is the public comment period scheduled for this. Would 

you like to leave the agenda as proposed or would you like to take Board discussion first and 

then move public comments to the end? 

Mr. Szewczyk: We could discuss and then leave comments until the end. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Sounds good. So, the first consideration is in regards to the Amenity 

Facilities Policies. Under separate cover, the Board received a copy of the Amenity Facilities 

Policies. This is based on earlier Board discussion. They have been reviewed by District 

Counsel. The Amenity Manager met with various stakeholders in the community, such as some 

of the tennis leaders to review the pertinent sections and in particular, some of the suggestions 

that were made by tennis members earlier in the year that have been incorporated into your 

proposed policies. The Board has had Amenity Policies in place for many years. They are 

revised from time to time based on the environmental conditions. They are reviewed on a fairly 

regular basis. One question that came up was from a supervisor who asked me regarding Page 15 

where we have the fishing policies. I know in particular, this was an area that at least one Board 

member wanted to discuss. Right now, the way that the policies read, is that residents may fish 

from any of the District owned stormwater ponds within the Community Development District. 

It directs them to check with the Facility Manager for proper access points. One consideration is 

that, in some cases, juveniles have been fishing in areas directly behind residential homes. It's 

not known for certain whether or not these juveniles live inside or outside of Lakeside Plantation. 

Ultimately, the question is will the Board want to restrict fishing to only certain ponds? This is 

completely a Board policy issue. There are some Districts that prohibit fishing in all ponds 

because they're considered a utility as part of the stormwater system. There are other CDDs that 

allow for fishing in the ponds, which has been the case here at Lakeside Plantation. Then there 

are some CDDs that restrict fishing to only certain ponds that have more of a public access point, 

that doesn't interfere with any residential properties. 

Ms. Benjamin: We have plenty of access points that don't interfere with residential 

properties and I think it's important to give us the opportunity of something to do that's outside. I 

think people complain about kids not being outside and enjoying the outdoors and if we take that 

away from them, that will be really bad. That's how I feel about it. 

Ms. Adams: So just leave it as it is? 
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Jyis. Benjamin: Because as it is, we're not restricting any access point or we are not 

restricting them to certain access points. Do I understand that correctly? 

Ms. Adams: Yes, right now it's permissive that residents can fish in any of the CDD 

stormwater ponds and it does direct users to consult with the Amenity Manager for access points. 

There are cases where we have some juveniles who have been fishing and there's a perception 

that it's interfering with private residential property. So, there can be further identification of 

ponds that have better public access, such as the one nearby the Clubhouse, would be one choice 

just to restrict fishing to certain ponds. I think there are certain ponds, really the ones that you're 

considering, the fountain installation in, are probably perceived to have more access points that 

don't interfere with residential properties. 

Mr. Szewczyk: The problem is that almost every one of those ponds could all have access 

points; obviously, all the ones coming up Plantation Boulevard. The one behind my house going 

down Scarlett A venue, even though there's no public access points to get to that one through my 

yard and my neighbor's, you can come down to the end of the street and you have access there all 

the way down. Not to mention, if I go down here, I can fish from the other side and eventually 

work my way over. 

Ms. Adams: Supervisor Szewczyk, are there any ponds that maybe don't have good 

access that really are tied to residential properties? Are any Board members aware of ponds that 

might be considered for restricted, no fishing, because of residential properties being so close? 

Ms. Chichelli: The one behind in my house. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I have to look at a map. 

Mr. Roumy: So, what's the big issue here? 

Ms. Adams: Whether we want to change the policy. 

Mr. Roumy: About what? 

Ms. Adams: About which ponds are permissible for fishing. 

Mr. Roumy: You can put up a "No Fishing" sign. That's it. 

Ms. Adams: Right now fishing is allowed in all of the ponds. 

Ms. Benjamin: Why do we suddenly restrict fishing? 

Mr. Roumy: It is a very dangerous area. You have alligators. If you want to fish behind 

your house, that's fine. 

Ms. Adams: The ponds are owned by the CDD, so it is a CDD policy issue. 
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Mr. Roumy: If we put up a "No Fishing" sign, that's it? If you want to fish behind your 

own house, that's fine. I see a lot of cars parked from non-residents who are fishing. We can put 

up a "No Fishing" sign. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Do we have signs out there? 

Ms. Benjamin: Most of them. 

Mr. Szewczyk: That say what? 

Ms. Lorf: No fishing. 

Mr. Szewczyk: This might be a question for Sarah also. I remember many years ago that 

because this community is publicly financed, that we really couldn't restrict public fishing on 

these lakes. Right? 

Ms. Sandy: Yes. I think there's a couple of things you would have to consider there. 

Typically, I would defer the question to the District Engineer or aquatics maintenance contractor. 

Are the lakes intended for fishing and are they appropriate for fishing? Two, just because an 

amenity is a public facility doesn't mean it's unrestricted. So, if there are certain areas where 

people traversing on it could cause additional damage around the pond, then certainly the District 

can put rules in place to prevent that. If there are certain areas that would work best to provide 

fishing access, then I think providing that access within certain parameters would be acceptable 

for the facility to be open to the public. If you think about it, it is similar to having an amenity 

facility. Even though you have the facility, it's not open 24/7 for the public to come in and out as 

they wish. We certainly can provide certain parameters. However, I will say, you do have to 

provide some reasonable access to the public if the ponds are appropriate for fishing and you're 

going to let residents fish as well. 

Ms. Adams: Thank you, Sarah. So, just to give the Board some options for moving 

forward with your Amenity Facilities Policies, we can address any other questions that Board 

members have regarding the Amenity Facilities Policies and wrap up this discussion if the Board 

is ready to adopt the policies. If you don't want to make any changes to your fishing policies, 

that's fine. If you do want to make changes, but you are not sure what changes you want to make, 

we have the option of continuing the rule hearing for your Amenity Facilities Policies and we 

would be reconsidering this at your September meeting. 

Mr. Roumy: To be honest with you, I just received it two hours ago. Is this the final? 

Ms. Adams: Yes. This would be your most current version of it. 
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Mr. Roumy: I think we should have the time to revise it again and then make a decision 

on it at the next meeting. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Sarah, I have a quick procedural question for you. If the Board wants 

to continue the public hearing for the Amenity Policy amendment, should we also defer the 

adoption of the fees until the next meeting? 

Ms. Sandy: I think that probably would make the most sense unless there is a pressing 

reason why to adopt the rates at this point in time. We only have one resolution that was intended 

for adopting the Amenity Facilities Policies and fees. If it's not pressing, I think it can be 

continued. 

Ms. Adams: Alright. That sounds good. So, Board members, since we have the public 

hearing open, we can continue the public hearing for next month where we bring back the 

Amenity Facilities Policies. We'll also be bringing back the proposed fee schedule. Would Board 

members like to discuss the Proposed Fee Schedule at tonight's meeting or defer discussion? 

Mr. Roumy: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Included in your agenda packet is the Proposed Fee Schedule for the 

upcoming fiscal year. That was included in your agenda packet under Tab 2. You'll see that it 

includes the current fees for amenity access cards, current fees for guest cards, amenity rental, 

rental of tables and chairs, and tennis fees. There is an advertised rate that sets a cap. The Board 

cannot set fees that are higher than the advertised amount, but you do have the ability to adopt 

the advertised rates and then charge a lower fee based on Board direction each year. So, the way 

that the Board might want to consider managing something like the tennis fees, we provided two 

worksheets attached to your advertised notice under Tab 2. The first worksheet was provided by 

Supervisor Roumy and was based on logic that he laid out to the Board of Supervisors. The 

Board earlier this year considered tennis membership fees for other nearby programs. We also 

considered what the current fees are, the benefit that people would receive based on the 

anticipated number of plays and Supervisor Roumy came up with a proposed fee schedule. This 

has been an item that has been discussed at several Board meetings. Then staff took the 

assumption that we would move forward in Fiscal Year 2022 with the proposed fees provided by 

Supervisor Roumy. Then we set up a schedule of what that would look like if each year the 

Board reviews the tennis fees and maybe considers a 3% increase. That would be similar to what 

the anticipated inflationary cost would be or other consumer price index cost increase. It lays out 
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what your Fiscal Year 2022 fees would be and then what that could look like for the next five 

years. Now, the Board has the ability to consider your tennis fees each year as part of your 

budgeting process. You can choose each year to adopt a tennis fee that is anywhere within your 

advertised fees, if you adopt the advertised fees as your set fees. I hope that was clear. This is 

ready for Board discussion. 

Mr. Roumy: I have a question for you. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. 

Mr. Roumy: I still didn't get an answer from management on the annual user fee. This is 

the third time I asked that question. It says, "The resident annual fee is equal to one and one

and-a-half times the highest O&M and debt service. " So, if I come to you today and I say I 

would like to join, what would be my fee? 

Ms. Adams: It would be one-and-a-half times the current fiscal year O&M fee and debt 

service fee. 

Mr. Roumy: Let's assume that the number is lower than the tennis fee program or tennis 

fee schedule. Then everybody from tennis will come in and say, "I would like to be a member." 

So, we would love to know these numbers before we go into the final numbers. Can you give us 

an idea of what this number is so we can compare it to that number? 

Ms. Sandy: Actually, if you go back to the document supporting the budget, that's likely 

where you see these amounts. These are your O&M and the amount of your debt service 

assessments used to calculate the annual user fee that the Board advertised. 

Ms. Adams: Supervisor Roumy, if you want to go back to the Proposed Budget, we can 

look at those numbers for one-and-a-half times the highest O&M and debt service rates. So, in 

looking at your proposed budget, your O&M, which is $1,247 plus debt service. I'm going to 

need to look at your Tax Roll for that. 

Mr. Roumy: Can you get me the numbers by next meeting? 

Ms. Adams: Yeah, I will. 

Mr. Roumy: Before we decide on tennis fees. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. I have your Tax Roll here and I'll be happy to provide you that data 

before you leave tonight. 

Mr. Roumy: Thank you. Also, on the tennis fee worksheet, under the daily fee, it says, 

"$10 for 2022, Year 2 $10, $11, $11, $11." 
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Ms. Adams: That's just the 3% rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Mr. Roumy: Well, 3% of $10 is not $10. It's $10 and change. It's rounded off. 

Ms. Adams: Yeah, I just rounded. In every case, I rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Mr. Roumy: Maybe it should say, "$10, $11, $12, $13, $15. " 

Ms. Adams: The Board can certainly set that every year if you want to increase it by a 

dollar. 

Mr. Roumy: Okay. Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: Yeah. Sarah, I have one question for our clarification regarding the non

resident annual user fee. Can I make the assumption that would be the highest O&M and debt 

service? Does that include the commercial parcels or does that only include the residential 

parcels? 

Ms. Sandy: It is not for commercial use, so I think it's residential. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Thank you. Supervisor Roumy, the highest debt service fee for 

residential is $410, so it would be $1,247 plus $410 times 1.5%. 

Mr. Roumy: Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: You're welcome. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Which will leave us higher than any of the advertised fees. 

Mr. Roumy: Which is good. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. Now they are going to look at the advertised fees. 

Mr. Roumy: Exactly. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. 

Ms. Adams: Remember, the advertised fees, when you adopt that amount, just sets the 

cap. Then that gives you flexibility. The rule hearing for today required a 28 and 29-day legal 

notice. It's an expensive legal notice, so by setting that cap and then operating within that for 

several years, you're saving on legal advertising costs down the road. Board members, my 

understanding is that instead of closing the public hearing for the Amenity Facilities Policies and 

amended rates, that we will be continuing it for your September meeting. Mr. Chairman, would 

you like to take public comment on this matter, or would you like to defer public comment? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Just in case someone's here tonight and won't be here next time, I'd like to 

open it up for public comment. 
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i. Public Comment Period 

Ms. Adams: Are there any members of the public who would like to make any comments 

regarding the proposed Amenity Facilities Policies or rate fees? 

Resident (Christine Powell, Scarlett Avenue): I just want to say that I support keeping the 

policy as it is. It's one of the few activities that are no cost. As you all know, Florida is the 

fishing capital of the United States. It's a perfectly suitable activity for children. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other public comments regarding the Amenity Facilities 

Policies or proposed fees? 

Resident (Sue Spade, Scarlett Avenue): I made some notes that for the Clubhouse, the 

budget was reduced to $158,000. Does that include the events at the Clubhouse? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Are we speaking about the amenity budget and proposal? 

Resident (Sue Spade, Scarlett Avenue): I don't know. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. 

Resident (Sue Spade, Scarlett Avenue): I guess I was just concerned to hear that that 

amount went down. 

Ms. Adams: Would Board members like for me to answer that question? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yeah. 

Ms. Adams: The proposed amount for spending on activities has not decreased. 

Resident (Sue Spade, Scarlett Avenue): Okay. Why was the clubhouse reduced? 

Ms. Adams: Would Board members like for me to answer that question? 

Mr. Roumy: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: Reduction in services. There was a reduction in the number of hours that 

security would be scheduled and some other reductions. For all of the items, you can see the 

amount that was adopted last year and then the amount that is now adopted for this year, just like 

the tennis program was reduced by $3,500. Those types of reductions. 

Resident (Sue Spade, Scarlett Avenue): Okay. Thank you. 

Ms. Adams: You're welcome. 

Mr. Szewczyk: One more? 

Resident (Carolyn O Neil, Magnolia Circle): I have been here since 2004 and kids fish all 

the time. It's a joy. They are not in trouble. I think you have to have children or grandchildren. I 

don't see any problem at all with the kids' fishing in any lake that they want. Sometimes, they 
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bring friends; sometimes, it's somebody's grandchildren who come. I never had anyone destroy 

any property. Sometimes they sit under the lanai and they don't bother anyone. Their back is to 

me and they're' developing a no-cost, lifelong hobby. I would hope that we wouldn't take that 

away from the kids. I don't have anyone using it. I just think it's great. I have watched it for a lot 

of years and I don't care whose kids they are. As long as the kids are not causing any trouble, let 

them fish. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other public comments regarding the proposed Amenity 

Facilities Policies and the proposed fees? Hearing none, we need a motion to continue the rule 

hearing for September 15, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. 

On MOTION by Ms. Benjamin seconded by Mr. Szewczyk with 
all in favor continuing the Public Hearing on the Amended and 
Restated Amenity Facilities Policies and Amended Amenities 
Rates, Deposits and Fees to September 15, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. was 
approved. 

D. Approval of Fiscal Year 2022 Meeting Schedule 

Ms. Adams: Included in your agenda packet under Tab D is a proposed meeting schedule 

for the next fiscal year, which starts in October. This would be keeping with the same third 

Wednesday of the month at 6:00 PM as the Board members have chosen to do in the past. Are 

there any comments, questions, or discussion regarding the proposed meetings schedule for 

2022? Hearing none, we need a motion to approve. 

On MOTION by Ms. Benjamin seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor the Fiscal Year 2020 meeting schedule as presented was 
approved. 

E. Ratification of Proposal for Paver Repairs 

Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, we received some new information regarding the paver 

repairs. So, we would like to pull this item from the agenda for further staff review, if you're 

amenable. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. We will remove that item from the agenda tonight. 
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Business Administration 

A. Approval of Minutes of May 19, 2021 and June 16, 2021 Meetings 

Ms. Adams: A draft of the meeting minutes have been included in the agenda packet for 

Board review and comment. Are there any comments or corrections regarding the meeting 

minutes? 

Mr. Roumy: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: In the May or June minutes? 

Mr. Roumy: The May 19th minutes. 

Ms. Adams: What page are you on? 

Mr. Roumy: On Page 39, "Lounge chair" should be "Lounge float." 

Ms. Adams: What other meeting corrections do we have? 

Mr. Roumy: I am done with May and June. 

Ms. Adams: Alright, sounds good. Both sets of meeting minutes were published in the 

agenda packet. 

Mr. Roumy: Oh, for the June minutes, a resident complained about the speeding on 

Scarlett A venue. 

Ms. Adams: Do you know what page that's on? 

Mr. Roumy: Page 21. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. 

Mr. Roumy: Are you going to address this for good? We've been talking about these 

speed bumps forever? 

Ms. Adams: Right now, what we're doing is just approving the meeting minutes. Under 

Supervisors' Requests, you can bring up any matters that you want to bring up for further 

consideration and discussion. 

Mr. Roumy: Okay, fine. 

Ms. Adams: Are there any other comments or corrections on the minutes? Any motion to 

approve would be subject to incorporating the notes from Supervisor Roumy. 

Ms. Chichelli: I have one. On Page 66 of the May 19th minutes, in the third line from the 

top, "moving" should be "mowing. " Then, on the bottom of Page 56, where it says, "There are 

some bushes dying." It should say, "Flag area" instead of "Flat area." 

Ms. Adams: We will make that correction. 
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Ms. Chichelli: Then at the bottom where again, where I say, "The question is where to 

move the grass, " that should be "Bike rack " 

Ms. Adams: Understood. We will make that correction. 

Ms. Chichelli: I think that they had a mask on. 

Ms. Adams: Sometimes it's hard to pick up voices in this room. That's why I added 

another recorder tonight to aid in the preparation of the meeting minutes. 

Mr. Roumy: I have one on page 58, of the May 19th minutes. I said "It's a privilege and 

they should not be paying. " 

Ms. Adams: We will make that correction, thank you. 

Mr. Roumy: I believe I sent you an email in that regard. On Page 55, there was a 

comment about the windscreen, but can we talk about it later? 

Ms. Adams: Understood. Are there any other corrections? 

Ms. Chichelli: Yes. On Page 9 of the June 16th minutes, I asked if the quarterly 

maintenance was for one day or two days. That should be for one or two fountains. 

Ms. Adams: That makes sense. Thank you, Pina. 

Ms. Chichelli: Thank you. I think that's all. 

Ms. Adams: Supervisor Roumy, did you have any other minute corrections? 

Mr. Roumy: No. 

Ms. Adams: Alright. We need a motion to approve the May 19th and June 16th minutes as 

amended. 

On MOTION by Ms. Benjamin seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor the Minutes of the May 19, 2021 and June 16, 2021 
Meetings were approved as amended. 

B. Approval of Check Register 

Ms. Adams: Included in your agenda packet under Tab B is the Check Register. This is 

the Check Register for two months from June 1, 2021 through July 31, 2021. The detailed Check 

Run Summary is included in the agenda packet as well as the detailed invoices. Under separate 

cover, I received a question from Supervisor Benjamin regarding backup for the Department of 

Revenue receipts for, May and June, so I do have copies of those for any Board Member who 

would like to review those. Those are for the sales tax that is assessed on the tennis membership 
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fees that are collected. It's a once-a-month fee that's paid, so we can just hand those out. Also, an 

electronic payment was made to Comcast and there was a question, I think, about a backup for 

that as well. So we have a copy of that for the Board Members if you'd like to review that. Also, 

I believe there was a question regarding the ASCAP License and exactly what that covers. 

ASCAP is a music licensing organization. We are required to have that music license in order to 

have music at any of your events at the Clubhouse or amenities such as the pool or even the 

parking lot. There was a pre-payment for next year as well as a payment for this year included in 

that. 

Mr. Roumy: Did we pay $587 for two months? 

Ms. Adams: Are you talking about the ASCAP? 

Mr. Roumy: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: No. I believe it was for two months from last year as well as a pre-payment 

for Fiscal Year 2022, but let me check that. 

Mr. Roumy: So it comes down to monthly? 

Ms. Adams: It's an annual assessment for the license. I will locate the exact dates. 

Ms. Benjamin: It's handwritten on an invoice, a license for October to June. Then right 

under that it says, "License July to September." I think from October to June it was $642.74 and 

July was much lower. 

Ms. Adams: So, it covered July I, 2021 through June 30, 2022. July through September 

was coded under the expense for those months and then Fiscal Year 2021, October to June, is a 

prepaid expense for Fiscal Year 2022. 

Ms. Benjamin: So, is this handwriting accurate? 

Ms. Adams: It just has to do with the coding for the fiscal years because the annual 

license runs over two fiscal years. Because the 12 months cycle hits two fiscal years, there was 

some months that hit the correct fiscal year and some months that hit next fiscal year, so it was 

broken down coding wise. So, you will see a certain amount hit the budget this year and then 

you'll see a certain amount hit the budget next year but you won't actually see that invoice again 

until this time next year and it will be the same thing where you get half and half 

Ms. Benjamin: Okay. 

Mr. Roumy: What about the invoices? 

Ms. Adams: Absolutely. If you have any questions. 
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Mr. Roumy: We have an invoice from Frontier Communication for $322 and one for 

Comcast for $700. I thought we stopped Frontier in May. Correct me if I'm wrong. So, why are 

you still payiing Frontier? I thought, at that time, Comcast was going to be a lot cheaper than 

Frontier. That's why we canceled Frontier. Why are paying $700 to Comcast. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Staff will need a couple of minutes to review the bills. 

Mr. Roumy: I didn't get the invoices. I'm just reading it from the summary. 

Ms. Adams: We will be happy to research that and provide information regarding closing 

out one account and setting up another account. 

Mr. Roumy: It is on the summary of invoices that you paid already Frontier $322. Why? 

Ms. Adams: I'll have to get the detail for that and would be happy to send that to the 

Board Members. There may have been a little bit of a service overlap while one was being 

canceled and the other was being implemented. I'd be happy to provide that. I will see if there's 

any deposit required or anything along those lines. 

Mr. Roumy: On Page 30 of June 16th minutes, we had a motion to cancel the Kings III 

emergency phone service. Yet we still have an invoice for Kings III? 

Ms. Adams: Yes. There is a current agreement with Kings III. They have been notified 

regarding the cancellation of the contract, but the soonest that we can cancel per the current 

agreement is December 27, 2021. We've already prepared the letter and sent it to Kings III 

regarding the cancellation based on the Board's direction, but you'll see that invoice through 

December or perhaps even in January depending on the billing cycle. 

Mr. Roumy: What is Kings III? 

Ms. Adams: Kings III is the emergency phone that's in the corridor. Are there any 

questions or comments regarding the Check Run Summary as presented in the agenda packet? 

The total amount is a $120,311.66 for June 1 through to July 31. Do we have a motion to 

approve? 

Mr. Roumy: I have a question for you. For Florida, Power & Light (FPL), we spent more 

than $2,500 a month on lights? 

Ms. Adams: The majority of that is probably for the streetlights. 

Mr. Roumy: The pool is $700, the fountain is $500, and the Clubhouse is $1,000. Can we 

get someone who knows about reducing the power? 
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Ms. Adams: Typically, the utility compames will provide a complimentary energy 

assessment and provide suggestions for cost savings. 

Mr. Roumy: When my wife comes here and plays cards twice a week, she freezes to 

death. She has to have a jacket on her. Can we control the air conditioning or turn it off at 9:00 

p.m. or do something so we can reduce the power? 

Ms. Adams: One thing that the Board might want to consider is the utility companies will 

provide for their commercial accounts, a complimentary service where they assess the facility. 

They will go through and look for any areas where there could be energy savings and make a 

recommendation. One advantage of going through that, in some cases, the utility company will 

offer some type of rebate if you implement their suggestions. That's not always the case, but 

sometimes it is. 

Mr. Roumy: Another item is the water fountain. We spent $2,800 for water for the 

fountain? That doesn't make sense. 

Ms. Adams: That's the water supply for the fountains. It's up to the Board, if the Board 

wants to direct staff to turn off the water. 

Mr. Roumy: In my book, we have to think outside the box and maybe get the city to 

debunk or do something about it. It's like a swimming pool. Why do you have to spend $2,800 

every month for water? 

Ms. Adams: There may be a leak adjustment in certain cases if there was a leak. 

Ms. Chichelli: I think there was a leak. 

Ms. Adams: In cases where there was a leak, it's not a monthly expense. 

Mr. Roumy: I hope so. But I am looking at the numbers here. It drives me nuts when I 

look at $2,800 , just going out the window . 

Ms. Adams: Yes. Typically, cities will offer a leak adjustment in those cases. 

Mr. Roumy: I hope so. 

Ms. Lorf: We did submit a claim. 

Ms. Adams: Did we hear back yet? 

Ms. Lorf: No. 

Ms. Adams: We have not yet heard back from City of North Port if they were going to 

make an adjustment but all of the appropriate invoices were submitted for that leak adjustment. 
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What are other questions do Board Members have about the Check Register? If not, we need a 

motion to approve. 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Benjamin with 
all in favor the June Check Register was approved. 

C. Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

Ms. Adams: The next item on your agenda is under Tab C, which is your Balance Sheet 

and Income Statement through July 31, 2021. These are your unaudited financials. This item is 

provided for Board review. No action is required. It does show your balances for your General 

Fund as well as your Capital Fund and your Debt Service Fund that the Trustee manages. It 

shows your expenses year-to-date in comparison to your adopted budget. Overall, this Board has 

done a very good job of controlling expenses. Your total expenditures for the year are under your 

prorated budget amount. Are there any questions regarding the monthly financials? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Just one question regarding the General Fund O&M assessments. Do you 

know why we had a $24,000 shortfall? 

Ms. Adams: No. I emailed the accountant today to find out if all of the tax certificates 

were sold by the Tax Collector. I haven't gotten a response yet. Typically what happens in June 

is all of the tax certificates for any parcels that have not paid their property tax, would be sold by 

the Tax Collectors office. I checked with our accountant to get the status on that. That money 

eventually does get transmitted to the District. We anticipate being a 100% collected this current 

fiscal year. Also, in some cases, we've had a couple of counties this year that changed the way 

that they bill for their collection fees. As the Board Members probably recall, we put a gross 

amount on the tax bill that includes the amount that is collected by the Property Appraiser and 

Tax Collector for their services related to putting the CDD fees on the Tax Bill. In most cases, 

the county is used to bill separately for that. So, we would have the revenue come in and we 

would receive a bill. This year we've had a couple of counties that rather than billing separately, 

they just retained that as part of their electronic transmittal process . I'll get clarification on which 

matter we have in this District and report the fmdings to the Board at next month's meeting, but 

we anticipate being 100% collected. That's a good question. I asked the same question myself, 

Mr. Chairman. Are there any other comments or questions on the Balance Sheet and Income 

Statement? Hearing none, 
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EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS General Audience Comments 

Ms. Adams: This is another opportunity for any members of the public to make a 

statement to the Board of Supervisors? Is there anyone here who would like to make a statement? 

I see at least one hand. 

Resident (Sue Martin, Scarlett Avenue): I'd like to go back to the beginning of the 

meeting and speak about what Donna was talking about. About six or seven weeks ago, I 

approached Tamara and asked her if we we're going to go back to having our wine and cheese 

events. She said yes but not every month. I'd like to know why the decision of not every month, 

because our wine and cheese event, has been something that has been very well attended every 

month. There are a lot of people here that enjoy it and it's a good way to mingle and get to know 

new residents. So, I would like to know if we could go back to having our monthly wine and 

cheese events. Also, I talked to Donna earlier today and we discussed about having a committee 

of residents get together and work with Tamara on activities. I don't mean to throw you under the 

bus, Tamara. So, I'd like to propose that the Board think about that. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): There are three members that I know of, that 

are ready to roll. I had brought that up earlier. There are three members of the community; 

myself, Joanne and Diane who are more than willing to help. I personally have 45 years 

experience in food service, 15 years of that in corporate management. So, I believe that our skills 

would be a benefit to the community. We had talked about the wine and cheese about why that is 

not on a monthly basis. I think that that's something that should be taken into consideration. I do 

have one more thing that I want to bring up. We are wondering what's going on with John 

because he has been out for almost two weeks now and nobody's taking over his duties. The pool 

is very dirty, the bathrooms are dirty, the place is cleaned and is not being maintained. We want 

to know why somebody wasn't brought in when people have known for quite a while that he was 

going to go out for surgery because he injured his hand here. 

Mr. Smith: We actually have a temporary person who is getting ready to start. We have 

been sourcing some people and interviewing some temporary staff. We have somebody to bring 

in, until John can return. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Do you have any idea when he's going to 

return? 
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Mr. Smith: It could be a few weeks. We don't know exactly yet. We've been told it could 

be two weeks or longer so that's why we are bringing in somebody temporarily. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Do you have any idea of when the temporary 

person is going to be starting? 

Mr. Smith: As soon as possible. Hopefully within a week or so. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Alright. Thank you. 

Mr. Smith: They still have to go through a background check and drug test, same as 

everybody else, a similar process, but we have identified somebody. It's something that we've 

been working on. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Okay, thank you. 

Mr. Roumy: At the wine and cheese, in the past we had ample food and we had leftovers, 

a lot. Therefore, people thought it's not wine and cheese anymore, it's wine and dinner. They 

come here because we had ample food. They can come in and eat whatever they want because 

they didn't have dinner and they come here for dinner. People still think it's a wine and dinner. 

It's not the wine and cheese that that you mingle around and take a piece of cheese. The French, 

they do it perfectly. After dinner they have piece of cheese with crackers and that's it. They 

mingle and talk to people. It's not wine and dinner. I wasn't here to judge how much you had on 

the tables, but if people think it's a dinner, then you are not going to have enough food. So, that's 

my point. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Can I respond to that? 

Mr. Roumy: Yes, sure. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): Thank you. You are saying, "We shouldn't 

have a big spread." We were charged. Back then, we were being charged anything. When I first 

moved here two years ago, we were being charged $2 because people were putting their name on 

the list and then not coming and there was a lot of leftover food. Now, we're being charged $4 

and there was nothing here. $300 was collected and they are running out of food. 

Mr. Roumy: You have all the right to be upset about it. I have heard that a lot of things. I 

was at the pool and everybody was coming at me and hitting me with what's going on. Alright? 

So maybe we can do better next time at no charge. Why do you have to charge? You have 

$10,000 to spend. 
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Resident (Sue Martin, Scarlett Avenue): New people are coming in. We need to hold 

people accountable to show up. 

Mr. Roumy: Then you take names and if they don't come in, you charge them. 

Ms. Chichelli: You can't do that. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): I just have a question. How many people 

attended? 

Ms. Lorf: I don't have the exact number in front of me but it was actually only 60. We 

had to cut it off. We had everybody served when they come in and everybody did eat the first 

time but then we had extra people show up. After everybody ate the first time we did run out of 

food but I did go back and made the corrections since it was my first wine and cheese. I did 

apologize to everybody at that time and a lot of people came to me and said, "I understand. " 

That's something that we can correct. 

Ms. Chichelli: That wasn't your fault because you were not expecting more residents. 

Some of them did not sign up. 

Ms. Lorf: At that time everyone had already checked in and there was still plenty of food 

at the time because every body checked in. 

Mr. Roumy: Since when are you charging for wine and cheese? 

Mr. Szewczyk: They started about a while ago because people weren't showing up. 

Mr. Roumy: What if you don't show up? 

Mr. Szewczyk: If I don't show up and you come after me to say, "You owe me $2," it 

ain't gonna happen. 

Mr. Roumy: If you go to the dentist and you don't show up, he will charge you $75. 

Ms. Lorf: When everybody comes in, our staff was sitting there and made sure everybody 

was checked in. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Let's just say we're going to do better. 

Ms. Lorf: Yes. 

Resident (Sue Martin, Scarlett A venue): There are people who are willing to help. 

Mr. Roumy: Then we have the help here. Thank you. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. No more conversation. 

Mr. Roumy: I'm sorry. 

Mr. Szewczyk: That's okay. Are there any other comments? 
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Resident (Rich Huddelson, Scarlett A venue): Yeah. I'd like to pick up on what Donna 

and Sue said about the wine and cheese. I have been a resident here since July of 2004. So that's 

1 7 years that I have been a resident here. Out of those 1 7 years, at least 12 to 14 of those years, 

we had wine and cheese. It had just started back then. It has always been free up until about two 

years ago when they started charging $2. Quite frankly when I saw that they were charging $4, I 

said "It's not the $4 that's going to put me in a poor house but it was the principle of it. " I cannot 

understand why we can't have a wine and cheese party without dinner like Bill just said. People 

don't come up here for dinner, they don't come for wine and cheese. Based on many years of 

experience in the wine business, a wine and cheese party is for wine, cheese and crackers, not 

meatballs and not fruit. Those are nice little side effects but the bottom line is, why are we 

paying now when we haven't paid for 10 to 12 years? Quite frankly, I'm upset about it. I think 

you've gathered from some other comments already tonight that there are people upset about it. I 

think it should be free. You bring your own bottle of wine. I do wine tastings and I come home 

with bottles of wine, maybe two or three glasses and I bring them up here. I bring three, four, 

five bottles of wine when I come up here. Then I have to pay $4 on top of that for food. I don't 

come here for food. I eat dinner at home. I think Bill made a good point about that. I think it 

should be free. I think the Board of Supervisors should look into this. I have nothing against you. 

What's your name? 

Ms. Lorf: Tamara. 

Resident (Rich Huddelson, Scarlett Avenue): Nothing against you but it just seems 

irrelevant to me that all of a sudden you're charging them. Bring it into the budget if you have to 

but I think there's enough money in that budget to take care of the expense of wine and cheese. 

Thank you. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Are there any other public comments? 

Resident (Carolyn O'Neil, Magnolia Circle): I have been here since 2004. The reason 

they started charging is that people didn't show up and they had a huge amount of food left and 

there was a question of whether to give it to a charity or whatever. People had to pay something 

so they would show, only a dollar or two but it didn't help people who are more apt to come 

when they had to be accountable. Because the number of people that just didn't show up was big, 

but they signed up though. 
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Resident (Rich Huddelson, Scarlett A venue): I understand that and to me, that's a lame 

excuse, it's really is. 

Resident (Carolyn O'Neil, Magnolia Circle): So, what do you do with all that food? 

Resident (Rich Huddelson, Scarlett Avenue): Give it away at the end of the night. You're 

paying for it, we're paying for it with our assessments. Give it away. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I believe there was one more comment from the gentleman raising his 

hand. 

Resident (Adolph Altieri, Oxford Street): I have been a resident for 18 years here. I just 

want to go over a couple of rules that we used to have, that we still have of how we take care of 

our property, mainly parking. I know that we have an apron that some people park on sometimes 

because of company. I understand, but no commercial vehicles were ever allowed here. We have 

one truck that has been parked on a driveway for two months and I would like to get rid of that. I 

haven't looked at the person because I don't think it's my business. They might not have been told 

this. So, I'm not going to blame them that much. Could somebody tell them this is right and this 

was wrong? The other thing is cutting the grass. I'd like someone to go down there on a 

Wednesday. That's my grievance. I didn't know if it was right to say anything or change the 

laws, did you do all this stuff? I don't think a commercial car should be parked in driveways. 

That's it. Does anybody agree with that? 

Mr. Szewczyk: I know that commercial vehicle. I think it's in the single-family homes. 

That has to do with the by-laws. 

Resident (Adolph Altieri, Oxford Street): I don't mind it there for a week if they are 

moving in, but it has been there for months. They have covenants. I don't know if they are being 

told. Somebody should say thing. I have the address if you need it. I would be very happy to give 

it to you. 

Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, which you like for staff to follow up and provide the HOA 

management company's name to this gentleman so he can contact HOA management? 

Resident (Not Identified): Point of order. These houses he's speaking about are not in our 

HOA. They are part of the independent homes. There are 58 of them that have no restriction. 

Ms. Adams: In cases where there is not an HOA, one consideration that might be helpful 

is the City of North Port code enforcement. There may be city ordinances that are pertinent. The 
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CDD does not regulate private property but we can certainly try to assist this gentleman to the 

best extent possible. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. Let's do that. 

Ms. Adams: I see a hand raised. Once again, please once again state your name just for 

the recording as well as your address. 

Resident (Sue Martin, Scarlett Avenue): Recently, like at the beginning of the year, the 

HOA cancelled Bloomings landscape contract. The COD still has Bloomings for CDD property. 

I live on Lake Wilson as does the Chairman but the lake bank in back my house has high weeds. 

I don't see them coming back behind our house cutting the lake bank. That's CDD property . 

Ms. Adams: Thank you for letting us know. Are there any other public Comments? 

Resident (Rich Huddelson, Scarlett Avenue): Does she need those addresses? 

Ms. Adams: Staff will up with you outside of the meeting regarding the City of North 

Port code ordinances. Mr. Chairman, would you like for us to move on to Staff Reports? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. 

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Staff Reports 

A. District Counsel 

Ms. Adams: Ms. Sarah Sandy is on the line for the District Counsel Report. 

Ms. Sandy: I don't have anything to report, unless the Board has questions for me. 

Ms. Adams: Alright. Any questions for Sarah? 

Mr. Roomy: No. 

B. District Manager 

Ms. Adams: Under District Manager's Report, I think you already heard earlier in the 

meeting, that we can't cancel the Kings III contract until December 27, 2021. 

i. Action Items List 

Ms. Adams: Included in your agenda packet under Tab B, Section 1, is your Action Item 

List. We've already touched base on many of those items based on the District Engineer's 

Report. It will be updated based on actions that the Board took today. Also, some of those items 
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will be addressed under the Amenity Managers Report. So if you have any questions, I'm happy 

to address them. I won't go through it line-by-line in the interest of time. 

ii. Discussion of Landscape Maintenance, Security Services and Amenity 
Management Agreements 

Ms. Adams: One thing that I would like to bring to the Board's attention is that we have 

several agreements for services that will be expiring this fiscal year; landscape maintenance, 

security services, and amenities management. Would the Board like to direct staff to bring back 

agreement renewals for Board consideration. Typically, District Management Staff, works with 

District Counsel in regards to preparation of those agreements for Board consideration. 

Alternatively, I know that there was some earlier discussion regarding landscape maintenance. 

The Board has the option of putting services out for bids. So, I just need direction from the Board 

in terms of if you would like to see the agreement renewals for landscape maintenance, security 

services and amenity management. We can include them in next month's agenda packets or if 

you would like, we can consider bidding out landscape services or any other services. 

Mr. Szewczyk: It was landscape services, security, and what? 

Ms. Adams: Amenity management. If you look at your agenda under the District 

Managers Report, I did note those just so Board Members are aware, since I did need Board 

direction on how to proceed. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, personally, I would like to see a renewal from security and amenity 

management, but I have a question for Pina regarding your relationship with Bloomings. Do you 

feel that they are stepping up? You've been our point of contact with them. What is your feeling 

about renewing Bloomings? 

Ms. Chichelli: I feel that they are really working with us. I know you see a lot of stuff 

right now: one is weeds. I already talked to him today, but let me just give you an update on what 

they have done. The Bougainvilleas behind the fountains were trimmed. A couple of times they 

have to come back because I told them they were weren't done the way we wanted it. Yesterday, 

they trimmed the branches of the Oak trees on Plantation Boulevard. Today before the meeting, I 

had a conversation with Joe because I wanted to know when they were going to trim the Palms 

around the pool area. He said that he's having some problems, but he's waiting for them too and 

he knows that they have to be done now. So, I feel the communication is pretty good right now. 

He's always willing to work. He comes. As a matter of fact, I have an appointment with him on 
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Friday. So if anyone of you have any issues just let me know so I can tell him. So far, you can 

also see in the email that I have with Joe that he's really willing to work. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I'm sure your communication with Bloomings has gone well. I'm just 

concerned with the quality of their work. I drive up Plantation Boulevard and I'm seeing less and 

less grass. The area just below my house bordering the preserve, to me it looks like they run the 

mowers but they don't weed whack along the preserve because the grass is getting quite high. So, 

I don't know if that's something you want to talk to them about. I know most of our contracts 

have out clauses. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. Mr. Chairman, you bring up a very good point. I was going to bring to 

the Board's attention that typically District Counsel will ensure that each agreement has a 30 day 

without cause cancellation. So if the Board wanted to enter into another 12-month agreement 

with Bloomings and you find that you're not getting the improvement that you want, based on the 

efforts of Supervisor Chichelli to continue to communicate with the vendor, then the Board 

certainly has the ability to consider other options. 

Ms. Chichelli: He's aware of it because I remind him. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Is there any other discussion? 

Mr. Roumy: I disagree with you, Mr. Chairman. We should get new bids, new faces, new 

ideas, about amenities, about Bloomings, and about security. You cannot continue the status quo 

when everybody is complaining about everything. I came here to play Sunday morning and there 

was no water in the jugs and no water in the gym. I had to go home to bring 10 bottles of water 

to the players who were playing because it was so hot. At the pool, I see people that I don't 

recognize on Sunday morning and there is no coverage, zero coverage. At the pool I sit by the 

chair over there and there is plenty of leaves, so I clean the return myself. In my book, we need 

new faces, new ideas, new something but you cannot continue like this, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, my feeling is the tennis courts and the pool, basically fall under 

Tamara and Vesta. Maybe it's not so much Vesta, as it is needing to tweak the schedule of when 

people are here, in which case we might have to pay little extra money to make sure we have 

coverage during those off times. 

Mr. Roumy: Joe, we spend $15,000 every month with Vesta and we are not getting what 

we should be getting. People are complaining. I hear complaints every day when I come to play 

tennis here. People are complaining about everything, about the pool, about this and I cannot 
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hear complaints every day. I'm not a complainer, but I'm tired of people coming at me, telling 

me, "Look at the pool. 11 The maintenance guy has to come in with a brush or blow that stuff off. 

He should have a paintbrush in his hand every other day. I'm disappointed. Not at you, Tamara, 

as a. person or at you, Tricia. When people are here, they're freezing to death, the doors are 

blocked. I understand staff has to go somewhere, but tell the people, "I'm leaving ladies. I'll 

leave for an hour, do you need anything? I will be back. 11 So people know what's going on. The 

pool is a disaster, Tamara. He has to blow that deck every day from those little things that grow 

from the trees. You cannot walk on them. I'm disappointed because people come to me and say, 

"You're a Supervisor, you should bring it up." So, I'm bringing it up. Maybe it's time to see 

what's out there. Who can deliver what we need? From 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Sunday there 

is no one around, not even a maintenance guy. Anybody can come on this property and do 

whatever they want to do. That's wrong. Scott, I told you this six months ago. Something has to 

change again. 

Mr. Smith: I'm sorry you feel that way. 

Mr. Roumy: It's not me. It's not me alone. 

Mr. Smith: I think they have made a lot of improvements in the last six months. 

Mr. Roumy: Yeah. She did a great job. Don't get me wrong, but it's not enough for this 

community. The people that work for her don't give a damn about what's going on. Maybe you 

have to schedule people to be here at 8:00 a.m. instead of 9:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. in the 

morning. 

Mr. Smith: We can certainly look at adjusting the schedule. The schedule is something 

that the Board sets. 

Mr. Roumy: But don't come back to me and say I have to raise your fee because I brought 

another person. $15,000 a month goes a long way. 

Mr. Smith: Well, if you did bring another person in then there is a cost associated with 

that but if you want to adjust the schedules, that's different. We can certainly look at doing that. 

Mr. Roumy: It should be adjusted so we have coverage all the time. That's what I'm 

asking. Not 9:00 a.m. because the pool opens at 8:00 a.m. People are here from the tennis court 

at 8:00 a.m., not 9:00 a.m. in the morning. 

Mr. Smith: We're certainly are willing to work with the Board on adjusting the schedule 

if you like. The schedule was set by the Board. 
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Mr. Roumy: If we have an emergency from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., who is going to be 

here to help out? I'm sorry, Tamara. I'm sorry, Tricia but people are not happy. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Are there any other comments? Let me just state that there's a cost 

involved of going out to bid, a substantial cost, not only in just laying out the groundwork for the 

bids, but we've gone through this before, specifically with the landscape company. Be prepared 

to be paying a good 30% more. I'm just stating facts, Bill. 

Mr. Roumy: Yes, yes, yes, Joe. If I want to eat a good steak, I'd go to a steak place, 

alright? I know what I'm getting. So i'll be willing to pay the price if I'm getting this service. So 

give me the service and I'll pay you. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): You just said you didn't want to pay more than 

$15,000. 

Mr. Roumy: No, Donna. $15,000 goes a long way. What is that 15,000 going to? You tell 

me. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, they break it down all the time, who gets paid what based on their 

mvmce. 

Mr. Roumy: So, that's my feeling. I'm sorry, Scott. 

Mr. Szewczyk: We're still left at a point to direct staff to either work up renewal contracts 

with the 30-day out clauses or pick and choose. It wouldn't be my suggestion to put all three out 

to bid at the same time. 

Resident (Donna Keller, Savannah Drive): I agree with that. 

Ms. Chichelli: I can tell you about Bloomings because I have been working with them. 

Every time we call them for something, they are here. That's my opinion and Tricia has the 

emails. So, I feel that they are really working with those two because I go with them almost 

every day. Things are done faster. 

Ms. Benjamin: It's my opinion that it's better to retain staff and work with them to get 

what you want from them. So I think in this situation it would be better to keep who we have and 

try to get a better outcome. With Bloomings though, I feel like their staff rotates constantly and 

it's hard to get consistent outcomes from them. 

Ms. Chichelli: I really don't have any communication with his staff. It's just him. He has 

to talk with them. 
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Ms. Benjamin: At the end of the day, it's the crews that are doing the work and they 

change all the time. 

Ms. Chichelli: Yeah. That's why I keep talking to them. The last meeting was in July. 

Friday. I'll have another meeting with him and go and look around and see what needs to be 

done. When they come on Tuesday, I'll make sure that they are doing it and it's free. When we 

were paying PSA, they were just giving us the reports. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yeah. The companies would pass by one or two points every week or so. 

Ms. Chichelli: Now I don't give them any points. I just tell them this has to be done and 

has to be addressed. 

Ms. Adams: Board Members, I work with several districts that have recently been 

reviewing landscape maintenance contracts. There appears to be a significant shortage of labor 

resources for landscapers. The issues that you're having here at Lakeside Plantation regarding a 

rotation of employees who work with landscaping services, is what other Districts are 

experiencing. I think that will be an issue no matter what landscape vendor is here. There is some 

level of rotation of staff, even with companies that, at one time, were considered to have a more 

stable workforce. That's not the case currently. It is an issue. It's a problem for many Districts 

because residential communities would like to see the same workers who understand the 

environment and understand all of the areas that are being serviced and it is an issue here. Also, I 

have worked with some Districts and once they see the current proposals that are coming in, they 

become very motivated to work with their current service provider for landscaping because the 

proposals are coming in higher than what had been expected. So, I'm just making the Board 

aware of that. It's certainly a Board decision. You have the option of bidding this out. This does 

not meet the threshold that requires a sealed bid process, so we have some flexibility on this 

matter. Typically, we would bring back the current scope for Board review and determine if 

you're happy with that scope or you want to make any changes. Then that scope goes into a bid 

packet and that's sent out for a bid. It's a tough market right now in terms of the workforce and 

the labor force, especially in landscaping services. I agree with Board Members opinions that no 

matter who is here, you want to have compliance with the agreements and satisfaction with the 

level of service. I think the key to that is continuous communication. Board Members are at a 

little bit of a disadvantage because you can't email Board Members outside of Board meetings 

because of Sunshine Laws. Please bring any deficiencies to Tamara's attention or my attention so 
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that we can make sure it gets to the proper person to address it for landscape services. 

Ultimately, I do need Board direction on if you want to see renewals in next month's agenda for 

consideration. Again, this can be discussed next month. The Board also has the option in some 

cases, if you wanted to, of going on a month-to-month contract versus a 12-month contract, if the 

Board wanted a different option for landscape services or for any other service contract. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Any of the other contracts have the 30-day out clause anyway. 

Ms. Adams: They all do. 

Mr. Szewczyk: That's as good as month-to-month anyway. Okay. So, at this point, it 

would be my recommendation that staff bring back the contracts for renewal at the next meeting. 

Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, would you like to make that a motion or is that Board 

direction of what you would like to see in the agenda packet? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, let's make it a motion because I have a feeling it is not going to be 

unammous. 

Ms. Adams: Okay, so we have a motion to bring back Landscape Maintenance, Security 

Service and Amenity Management Agreements for Board consideration for renewal next month. 

Mr. Szewczyk MOVED to authorize staff to bring back agreement 
renewals for landscape maintenance, security and amenity 
management services and Ms. Chichelli seconded the motion. 

Ms. Adams: Is there any further Board discussion? 

Mr. Roumy: I'm against it. 

On VOICE VOTE with Ms. Benjamin, Mr. Szewczyk and Ms. 
Chichelli in favor and Mr. Roumy dissenting, authorizing staff to 
bring back agreement renewals for landscape maintenance, 
security and amenity management services was approved. (Motion 
Passed 3-1) 

Ms. Adams: Under the District Manager's Report, amenity management staff per the 

Board's direction, has gathered additional security information in terms of CCTV or security 

cameras as well as access control for the amenities such as the pool and Clubhouse. The Board 

does have the ability to meet in a closed session to discuss security matters. The closed session is 

typically included in your meeting announcement. If there's consensus from the Board, we'll 
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schedule that for next month. So, your meeting next month in September would include a closed 

session. During the closed session, the Board has the ability to continue to meet but we ask the 

public to leave. We typically schedule that as almost the last thing on the agenda and then you 

can come back to your regular meeting. The public will be invited back in and you can take any 

action during your regular meeting. The closed session is discussion only because there's 

presentation of confidential security matters that you may not want to make public. Those 

materials are not published in your agenda packet. They were provided under separate coverage 

of the Board in a confidential manner. Is there agreement that next month would be a good 

month to consider your security items in a closed session? 

Mr. Szewczyk: Yes. 

Ms. Adams: Alright. We'll schedule it that way. Sarah, did you have any comments 

regarding security matters in a closed session? 

Ms. Sandy: No, I think you've covered it. We will include it in the notice. As we 

mentioned, any decision would have to be brought back before the Board in the public session 

but if you have any questions on what can and cannot be discussed in relation to security matters, 

you can reach out to me. I believe that I previously provided the Board with a memo on that 

topic. I would be happy to provide an updated memo if the Board would like. 

Ms. Adams: Would the Board Members like to receive an updated security memo from 

District Counsel? I don't believe that Supervisor Roumy and Supervisor Benjamin were on the 

Board when that waslast circulated. Sarah, if you could circulate that, that would be great. 

C. Amenities Manager - Monthly Report 

Ms. Adams: The next item on the agenda is the Amenity Management Report, which that 

is included in the agenda packet. I'm going to turn the microphone over to Tamara to present the 

report. 

Ms. Lorf: Does anyone have questions of the report that I provided with the pictures in it? 

No, okay . 
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i. Consideration of Proposal for Light Pole Painting 

Ms. Lorf: I provided a proposal for painting of the light poles by the pool. If you see the 

picture that was provided, they look rusty but they are not. There's oxidation on them. The 

proposal is from Innotech. We hear a lot of concerns from residents that are in the audience if 

you have questions for them as well. The proposal is to take care of all six poles and paint them. 

Mr. Szewczyk: So, basically they are just discolored. 

Ms. Lorf: Correct. I don't know if it continues that way if it would damage them or not. 

That's a question we could ask Innotech. 

Mr. Szewczyk: They are fiberglass. Right? 

Ms. Lorf: That's right. Justin, can you speak as the vendor. 

Mr. Jackson: They are fiberglass. If you don't do anything to them they will continue to 

get worse. So, they need to be taken care of now. You can replace them with a product similar to 

what we did on the walkway posts out here. It's the most cost-effective way to resolve the issue 

and beautify and preserve the light pole. 

Ms. Lorf: But on that matter, I had tried to also reach out to other vendors who had 

painted and I didn't get any response. This was one that we've been working with and they had 

done a great job. So, that's why I brought it to their attention. 

Ms. Adams: Would the Board like to take action on this matter? 

Ms. Benjamin: Why is there a conditioner instead that is going to be applied and the 

primer? 

Mr. Jackson: The conditioner is basically another word for a primer. 

Ms. Benjamin: Right , but you also have primer on here, so why both? 

Mr. Jackson: It should say, "Conditioner/primer." It's basically the material that we put 

on the light poles prior to painting. 

Ms. Adams: In the proposal, it mentions a three-step process. 

Mr. Jackson: Pressure washing, then the primer/conditioner, then the final painting of two 

coats. 

Ms. Adams: So, where it says, "First the poles will have a conditioner applied, " is that 

referring to pressure washing? 

Mr. Jackson: No. The primer and conditioner is the same thing. 
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Ms. Adams: So, maybe the narrative on this needs to be updated to just say, 

"Primer/conditioner." Right now it's noted separately. 

Mr. Jackson: We could do that. 

Ms. Adams: Would the Board like to consider this proposal or defer this proposal until 

another time? That's the question before the Board. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I personally would like to defer it. I would like to take a look at the poles 

myself because I was at the pool and it hadn't stood out to me that it was that bad. So I would 

like to see it deferred. In the meantime, maybe we clean up the verbiage on the description. 

Ms. Benjamin: If we're going to defer, can we also see ifwe get any other estimates? 

Ms. Adams: Yes. So, staff will seek competitive proposals. We will receive a new 

estimate for Innotech clarifying the number of coats that will be part of the treatment. Are there 

any other comments regarding the pool area light poles? Alright, we'll defer this item. 

ii. Consideration of Proposal for Veranda Ceiling Corridor Installation 

Ms. Lorf: The next consideration is the ceiling corridor. Again, this is with Innotech. 

They have been out there and checked it out. I tried to call five different vendors. I had emailed 

vendors but have not gotten a response and this has become a safety concern. Now it is 

interrupting cameras and lights as well. Again, Innotech is here with any questions on that. 

Ms. Adams: So, Board Members, I'm sure you noticed in the agenda packet that pictures 

are attached to the back of the Amenity Management Report. There's a nice diagram that shows 

the area, as well as the photographs. I will note that earlier this year, the Board approved 

Innotech for a couple of projects. They've been a very good vendor. They provided some good 

information to the Board and have been trustworthy to perform the services that they committed 

to in a timely manner. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Well, from my standpoint, this is a job that has to be done. I know, 

Tamara, we've spoken and you have tried reaching out to multiple companies. I personally 

appreciate the relationship that we've had with Innotech. Was there one other one? 

Ms. Lorf: They answered my call but never came out. I never saw them and I tried to 

reach out twice. If I have to chase them down, then they're probably not a good vendor to work 

with. 
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Mr. Szewczyk: I believe that this is a job that has to be done. It is a safety issue and I'm 

ready to move forward on it. 

Ms. Adams: This would be considered a capital project. You have funding available in 

your capital reserve for this type of building refurbishment. 

Ms. Chichelli: Will this be in this year's budget? 

Ms. Adams: Yes. Presumably, if the project was awarded, Innotech would be able to 

complete the project by September 30th
• If it concluded this fiscal year, it would be billed to this 

fiscal year. Now, if for some reason it moved to the next fiscal year, that wouldn't necessarily be 

an adverse impact on the District, if the Board wanted to defer it for a month or for any other 

reason you wanted to hold off but we are approaching the end of the current fiscal year. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Are there any other comments? 

Ms. Benjamin: I don't think it can wait much longer. 

Mr. Szewczyk: We've been putting it off for months. 

On MOTION by Ms. Chichelli seconded by Ms. Benjamin with all 
in favor the Proposal for Veranda Ceiling Corridor Installation in 
the amount of $29,500 was approved. 

iii. Consideration of Proposals for Pool Heater Replacement 

Ms. Adams: Included in your agenda packet are two separate proposals from Symbiont 

Service Corp. (Symbiont). These are for pool heaters. Earlier this year the Board considered 

competitive proposals for geothermal or other energy sources for pool heating. Ultimately, this 

Board decided that you did want to stick with geothermal, given the advantages that geothermal 

has over other heating methods. Ultimately the Board selected Symbiont. They really have the 

market cornered on geothermal. That is their expertise. They are currently doing warranty work. 

Preventative maintenance was included with the heater that they installed earlier this year. There 

are three pool heaters that have come to the end of their useful life. In your agenda packet were 

two separate proposals for two heaters and one heater, they were both from Symbiont. Symbiont 

actually re-bid this project. There is a proposal that was distributed to Board Members today. It 

has the same specifications that the Board has thoroughly reviewed earlier this year. The only 

difference between the two separate proposals and this one, is they did give you $200 off of the 

overall cost. Now this item is not time-sensitive today because the temperature outside is in the 
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90s, so your pool is maybe even staying warmer than residents would like it to be this time of 

year,but once we start losing daylight and these temperatures start to shift and it's time to turn the 

pool heaters on, this will become an issue. The pool is one of the most popular amenities here 

and the pool temperature is a sensitive issue for many residents. The total proposal for replacing 

the three heaters with the geothermal is $28,076. It is a high ticket item. This is ready for Board 

discussion. You have funding available in your capital budget to cover this if the Board would 

like to consider taking action today and getting prepared for that temperature shift. 

Ms. Lorf: I just want to add one thing to keep in mind here as well. I believe that these 

are built in Tampa but just to get them all built and shipped here, will take five to six weeks. 

That's why this is time sensitive to get it out there because a lot of people use our pool. 

Ms. Chichelli: Joe, I thought we had made a decision about this. I can't remember. 

Ms. Adams: There was a pool heater that was replaced earlier this year. The Board spent 

at least two meetings thoroughly discussing the matter, thoroughly reviewing the specifications 

and considering alternative energy sources. I believe that the Board talked about propane. I 

believe they spoke about electrical heat pumps. Ultimately, the Board decided to stick with 

geothermal. Then of those competitive proposals, ultimately, the Board selected Symbiont 

because of their superior standing in the market. This is the vendor the Board selected earlier. 

They did successfully install that pool heater. They are successfully performing the warranty 

preventative maintenance work on that. They have been onsite several times working with the 

Amenity Management Staff and are responsive to calls, questions and concerns. 

Mr. Szewczyk: How many heaters do we have out there? 

Ms. Lorf: Five. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Five? So we replaced one. 

Ms. Lorf: At the spa. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. How many are at the spa? 

Ms. Lorf: One. That's one that was replaced. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Four for the pool? 

Ms. Lorf: Five for the pool. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Five for the pool, so a total of six heaters. 

Ms. Lorf: Yes. 
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Mr. Szewczyk: Here's my thinking. The community in some ways is showing its 20 years 

of age. Ok? Tricia, as you said, some of these things are just coming to their natural end of life. 

It's not time sensitive as far as the weather goes, but it's time-sensitive as far as the lead time for 

the equipment and because of that lead time, I feel that we should act tonight. Again, I'm ready to 

move forward with this. Is there any other discussion? 

Ms. Chichelli: I guess it is what it is. We have to. 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor the Proposal from Symbiont to replace three heaters with 
geothermal heaters in the amount of 28,076 was approved. 

D. Landscape Maintenance Update 

Ms. Adams: The next item on the agenda is landscape maintenance update. We've 

already heard from Supervisor Chichelli regarding her communication with Bloomings as well as 

the status of certain projects. There is one proposal for landscape enhancement that is scheduled 

for approval. Also, Board members may have noticed that there are some Oak trees on the 

boulevard that seem to be waning. We're going to call a vendor that specializes in tree 

assessment and would make a recommendation if the trees need some extra TLC or otherwise 

might need to be removed. We will bring back that information in an upcoming Board meeting. 

I've been working with Pina on that matter. Are there any other landscape maintenance updates, 

Supervisor Chichelli? 

Ms. Chichelli: Not right now. 

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Other Business 

There being none, the next item followed. 

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Supervisor's Requests 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Supervisor Roumy, earlier in the meeting we discussed the time for 

Other Business and Supervisor Requests. We're at that time. 

Mr. Roumy: Okay. It was brought up by a resident on Page 21, about the speed bumps. 

We have a lot of kids in this community. I love kids and I hate someone going fast and a kid 

going after this ball God forbid get hit. So, we have to think really seriously about having speed 
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bumps. It could be simple, a rubber piece across the road, which is high. They come in and nail it 

down every other, 100 feet to 200 feet. I don't know what the code is, but we need speed bumps. 

So, I don't know how you feel about it, but we have to get going on this. On Scarlett, there is a 

little sign saying, "Please, slow down. I have kids" on both sides of the road. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I agree that we do have an issue. In the past, one of the things we did was 

hire police but that didn't work out too well, as far as I'm concerned because they just handed out 

warnings. That's not going to really stop anybody. I don't know how many years ago, we did a 

study on how much it was for speed bumps versus speed. 

Ms. Adams: It was humps and speed tables. 

Mr. Szewczyk: There are all different size and terminologies. I don't have a problem. 

Okay. I do believe that people go pretty far above the 20 miles per hour speed limit. 

Mr. Roumy: Our community has changed from 15 to 17 years ago. We have more young 

couples with kids and things of that nature. I feel for those people. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I don't know how old the information is and obviously the price would be 

outdated. Again, I don't want to have to recreate the wheel but maybe we can dig up that 

information that we had. We had an Engineer's Study done on the spacing and different things. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. Did you contact the City of North Port for a speed study and they put 

out a speed trailer and collected data? 

Mr. Szewczyk: I honestly don't know. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. Well, oftentimes what will happen is there's initially a speed study. 

Alternatively, Board Members might identify certain roads that you would like to consider for 

traffic calming and then the Board can consider different approaches to traffic calming. You 

already mentioned enhanced traffic enforcement. There's other considerations like you just 

discussed; speed humps, speed tables and speed bumps. There are other consid~rations such as 

radar display signs that can be mounted to the existing speed limit signs or installed 

independently. It's a little less expensive to mount them to the existing speed limit signs. They 

are a potential reminder to drivers to slow down. So, staff can bring back whatever information 

the Board would like for consideration at a future meeting for traffic calming. Is there consensus 

that it's limited to Scarlett or are there other areas? 

Mr. Roumy: It's Scarlett. It's a loop. 
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Ms. Adams: Now, on the city road, Plantation Boulevard, there will be some limitations, 

but on the CDD roads, you would have the ability to consider traffic calming. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I think we just need to concentrate on CDD roads. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. 

Mr. Roumy: I think we did the study years ago and it's filed here somewhere. 

Mr. Szewczyk: What is the first step? 

Ms. Adams: Well, oftentimes we will partner with the local city and they would come out 

and partner with the CDD and set up a speed study, especially if you're identifying a certain area 

that potentially has more speeders. They will set up a traffic counter that provides very good data 

because you get vehicle counts and the speeds, and then that data can be considered for 

determining if there is a need for further traffic calming. But if this Board has already concluded 

that you want traffic calming, regardless of what that study would tell you, we can bypass that 

step and then go to the next step. I would work with the District Engineer on traffic calming that 

would be appropriate here. We present this information at CDDs oftentimes. If the Board would 

want to consider speed humps, speed tables, speed bumps, radar display, or enhanced traffic 

enforcement, we are happy to provide that. 

Mr. Szewczyk: We can bypass the first step. I think, we can agree that especially on the 

loop of Scarlett, there's an issue with Ms. Debra Johnson and the neighbors over here with 

people taking out mailboxes and things like that because they come around the comer way too 

fast. Down on the other side, every straight away, people are just picking up speed. So, I would 

like to see us move on to Step 2. 

Ms. Adams: Okay. We can just provide some rough numbers for the Board that would be 

for the installed products and then get a recommendation from the District Engineer regarding 

the linear feet between intervals in terms of installation, just for rough numbers for Board 

consideration. From that then we can fine-tune a proposal based on Board Members input for 

action. 

Mr. Szewczyk: That will include the possibility of using radar signs. 

Ms. Adams: Yeah. We will bring back the radar display. With the radar display, 

oftentimes you can get components that also collect vehicle data. It's not much more expensive 

to add that if the Board Members ever want to know what the average speed is and the vehicle 

counts. 
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Ms. Chichelli: How about taking a picture of the person going fast? 

Ms. Adams: I don't know about that. Just for the record, I know Board Members are 

aware of it but just for the public, even though the CDD owns and maintains the roads, traffic 

enforcement is the responsibility of the City of North Port Police Department. So, residents who 

are concerned about unsafe driving behaviors, the more that they contact the city Police 

Department, the more responsive they will be to the matter. We encourage members of the 

public to call the non-emergency number or if they see an issue in progress, call 911 and that call 

would be prioritized based on life-saving priority. So, please, reach out to local law enforcement. 

It is their responsibility to enforce stop signs, speed limits and any other traffic enforcement 

matter. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. 

Ms. Benjamin: Can I just say something about the methods we've been talking about? I 

don't think that the radar is going to do anything. I think the type of person who's exceeding the 

speed limit doesn't care if there's a radar on them or not. The people who are going to speed are 

going to speed. That's why when we call the police and hire extra patrol to ticket people, it's not 

going to catch everybody. I just think those two methods are going to be unproductive. I think 

the only thing that's really going to force people to stop is something like a speed bump, hump or 

table. 

Ms. Adams: Understood. It won't be very much more effort to bring back the radar 

display. If the Board wants to see that, we're happy to do that If you just want to cut that out, 

we're happy to just focus on the speed humps, bumps and tables. 

Mr. Szewczyk: I just know from personal experience, I'm going down and all of a sudden 

if that thing says I'm doing 15 miles an hour over the speed limit, I slow down. 

Ms. Adams: For some people, it does bring their driving back to their attention, for 

people who are not realizing that they are speeding. For others, they become used to it or 

accustomed to it and they ignore it. I have heard from some people that they see it as a challenge. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Let's concentrate on the physical. 

Ms. Adams: Understood. Is there any other discussion on traffic calming? 

Mr. Roumy: On Scarlett Avenue and Plantation Boulevard, the owner of the comer house 

parks on CDD property. Many times, he has parties on Saturday and Sundays and then we have 

cars lined up on CDD property. So when we come in and try to make that turn going into 
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Scarlett, you cannot see the vehicle that's coming for a stop. Alright? So my suggestion, like a 

few residents suggested, is to talk to the City of North Port to get a "No Parking From Here to 

Corner" sign. 

Ms. Adams: Just for clarification, I'm sure that Sarah is being very attentive to this 

conversation and she will have some comments on behalf of District Counsel but in general, the 

CDD has no traffic enforcement abilities. The exception to that is parking. If this District did 

want to adopt parking policies for the road, the District can consider that. However, it's a fairly 

cumbersome process, requiring a rule hearing which can be set. Also, there are signage 

requirements at certain intervals. 

Mr. Roumy: It's only around the comer. 

Ms. Adams: Yes. If you're talking about one section of the road, that would be less but I 

believe the District Counsel has comments to make regarding no parking. Also, there are some 

existing parking restrictions in place with the City of North Port. So, I think Sarah has some 

comments. 

Mr. Roumy: I don't know if you feel the same thing. 

Ms. Sandy: Yes. 

Mr. Szewczyk: There's a line of sight issue. 

Mr. Roumy: We don't see the vehicle coming on the other side. 

Ms. Sandy: If I could just jump in there a little bit. Actually, in regards to parking on 

District roads, the District has an Enforcement Agreement in place with the City of North Port 

and actually deferred the parking enforcement to the city. So at this point, we actually are just 

subject to the regulations that were put in place by the city and don't have the have additional 

parking regulations and enforcement. 

Ms. Adams: So the key is to call the police regarding that matter for parking enforcement 

or alternatively code enforcement. Both arms of the city can be helpful with that matter. It may 

be helpful if we circulate the current agreement with the City of North Port regarding parking 

regulations, so Board members are aware and we can bring everyone up to speed on that issue. 

Mr. Roumy: All right. 

Ms. Sandy: I will circulate the current parking ordinance that is in place for the City of 

North Port. 

Ms. Adams: Sounds good 
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Mr. Roumy: The resident brought up the no soliciting restrictions. A week ago, a guy 

knocked at my door and wanted sell pest controls in the neighborhood. My wife was all alone 

and she was so scared. She closed the door and called a neighbor asking, "Did you get this guy 

knocking at your door?" What are we going to do about this? I don't know what we do can about 

no solicitation. 

Ms. Adams: Oftentimes, you can call the Police Department. 

Mr. Roumy: It was too late. By the time I came home, which was 10 minutes later, she 

says the guy was here five to ten minutes ago. So I took the car and looked around but he 

disappeared. 

Ms. Adams: I was just going to mention that in some cases, if people want solicit, they 

have to get a permit from the city. Most often, people do not have that. So, the city would be 

interested in notifying the person who is trying to solicit. If the HOA has restrictions about 

soliciting, you can contact the HOA management company but it's really not a CDD matter, per 

se. 

Mr. Roumy: Okay. I'm just bringing it up because it happened to my wife. 

Ms. Adams: Right. 

Mr. Szewczyk: Is there anything else? 

Mr. Roumy: That's it. 

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all 
in favor the meeting was adjourned. 
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